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FOREWORD
The Uniform CPA Examination is prepared by the Board of Examiners of the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants and is used by the examining boards of all fifty states of the United 
States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands as a prerequisite for 
issuance of CPA certificates. This booklet contains the questions and unofficial answers of the 
November 1994 Uniform Certified Public Accountant Examination.
Although the questions and unofficial answers may be used for many purposes, the principal reason 
for their publication is to aid candidates in preparing for the examination. Candidates are also 
encouraged to read Information for CPA Candidates, which describes the content, grading, and other 
administrative aspects of the Uniform CPA Examination.
The unofficial answers were prepared by the staff of the Examinations Division and reviewed by the 
Board of Examiners but are not purported to be official positions of the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants. Each of the unofficial answers is accompanied by its maximum point 
value assigned by the Board of Examiners for grading purposes.
Rick Elam, Vice President — Education 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
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EXAMINATION QUESTION BOOKLET
 CANDIDATE NUMBER
Record your 7-digit candidate number in 
the boxes.
 
BUSINESS LAW &  PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
November 2 ,  1994; 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 NOON
The point values for each question, and estimated time 
allotments based primarily on point value, are as follows:
Point
Value
Estimated Minutes 
Minimum Maximum
No. 1 ............... 60 90 100
No. 2 10 10 15
No. 3 ............... 10 10 15
No. 4 ............... 10 16 25
No. 5 ............... JO 15 2 5
Totals ........... . 100 140 180
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES Failure to follow these instructions may have an adverse effect on your Examination grade.
1. Record your 7-digit candidate number in the 
boxes provided at the upper right-hand comer of 
this page.
2. Question numbers 1, 2, and 3 should be answered 
on the Objective Answer Sheet, which is pages 11 
and 12 of your Examination Answer Booklet. You 
should attem pt to answer all objective items. 
There is no penalty for incorrect responses. Since 
the objective items are computer-graded, your 
comments and calculations associated with them 
are not considered. Be certain th a t you have 
entered your answers on the Objective Answer 
Sheet before the examination time is up. The 
objective portion of your examination will not be 
graded if you fail to record your answers on the 
Objective Answer Sheet. You will not b e given 
additional time to record your answers.
3. Question numbers 4 and 5 should be answered 
beginning on page 3 of the Examination Answer 
Booklet. If you have not completed answering a 
question on a page, fill in the appropriate spaces 
in the wording on the bottom o f th e  p a g e
"QUESTION NUMBER ___CONTINUES ON
PAGE ___ ." If you have completed answering a
question, fill in the appropriate space in the 
wording on the bottom of the page "QUESTION
NUMBER___ENDS ON THIS PAGE." Always
begin the start of an answer to a question on the 
top of a new page (which may be the back side of a 
sheet of paper).
4. Record your 7-digit candidate number, state, and 
question number where indicated on pages 3 
through 10 of the Examination Answer Booklet.
5. Although the primary purpose of the examination 
is to test your knowledge and application of the 
subject matter, selected essay responses will be 
graded for  writing skills.
6. You are required to turn in by the end of each 
session:
a. A ttendance Record Form, fron t page of 
Examination Answer Booklet;
b. Objective Answer Sheet, pages 11 and 12 of 
Examination Answer Booklet;
c. Remaining Portion of Examination Answer 
Booklet;
d.  Examination Question Booklet; and 
All unused examination materials.
Your examination will not be graded unless the 
above listed items are handed in before leaving 
the examination room.
7. Unless otherwise instructed, if you want your 
Examination Question Booklet mailed to you, 
w rite your name and address in both places 
indicated on the back cover and place 52 cents 
postage in the space provided. Exam ination  
Question Booklets will be distributed no sooner 
than the day following the administration of this 
examination.
Prepared by the Board o f Exam iners o f the American Institute o f Certified Public Accountants and adopted by the 
examining boards of all states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands of the United States.
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Number 1 (Estimated time—90 to 100 minutes) 4. Must a CPA in public practice be indepen­
dent in fact and appearance when providing the 
following services?Instructions
Select the best answer for each of the following 
items. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appro­
priate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to 
indicate your answers. Mark only one answ er 
for each  item . A nsw er a ll item s. Your grade 
will be based on the to ta l num ber of correct 
answers.
Compilation Compilation
of personal Preparation of a
financial o f a financial
statements tax return forecast
A. Yes No No
B. No Yes No
C. No No Yes
D. No No No
1. The profession's ethical standards most likely 
would be considered to have been violated when a 
CPA represents tha t specific consulting services 
will be performed for a stated fee and it is appar ­
ent at the time of the representation that the
A. Actual fee would be substantially higher.
B. Actual fee would be substantially lower 
than the fees charged by other CPAs for 
comparable services.
C. CPA would no t be independent.
D. Fee was a competitive bid.
2. According to the profession's ethical s tan ­
dards, which of the following events may justify a 
d e p a r tu re  from a S ta tem en t of F in an c ia l 
Accounting Standards?
New
legislation
Evolution of 
a new form 
of business 
transaction
A. No Yes
B. Yes No
C. Yes Yes
D. No No
3. To exercise due professional care an auditor 
should
A. Critically review the judgment exercised 
by those assisting in the audit.
B. Examine all available corroborating evi­
dence supporting management's asser­
tions.
C. Design the audit to detect all instances 
of illegal acts.
D. Attain the proper balance of professional 
experience and formal education.
5. According to the  profession 's s tandards, 
which of the following is not required of a CPA 
performing a consulting engagement?
A. Complying w ith S tatem ents on S tan ­
dards for Consulting Services.
B. O b ta in ing  an u n d e rs ta n d in g  of th e  
n a tu re , scope, and lim ita tions of the  
engagement.
C. Supervising staff who are assigned to the 
engagement.
D. M ain ta in in g  independence from the  
client.
6. According to the  profession's s tan d ard s , 
which of the following would be considered con­
sulting services?
Advisory Implementation 
services services
A.
B.
C.
D.
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Product
services
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
7. According to the  profession's s tandards, 
which of the following s ta tem en ts  is correct 
regarding the standards a CPA should follow 
when recommending tax re tu rn  positions and 
preparing tax returns?
A. A CPA may recommend a position that 
the CPA concludes is frivolous as long as 
the position is adequately disclosed on 
the return.
B. A CPA may recommend a position in 
which the CPA has a good faith belief 
that the position has a realistic possibility 
of being sustained if challenged.
C. A CPA will usually n o t advise the client 
of the potential penalty consequences of 
the recommended tax return position.
D. A CPA may sign a tax return as preparer 
knowing that the return takes a position 
that will n o t be sustained if challenged.
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8. According to the  profession's s tandards, 
which of the following actions should be taken by 
a CPA tax preparer who discovers an error in a 
client's previously filed tax return?
A. Advise the IRS.
B. Correct the error.
C. Advise the client.
D. End the relationship with the client.
9. In a common law action against an accoun­
tan t, lack of privity is a viable defense if the 
plaintiff
A. Is the  c lien t's  c red itor who sues the  
accountant for negligence.
Can prove the presence of gross negli­
gence tha t amounts to a reckless disre­
gard for the truth.
Is the accountant's client.
Bases the action upon fraud.
B.
C.
D.
10. Under common law, which of the following 
statements most accurately reflects the liability 
of a CPA who fraudulently gives an opinion on an 
audit of a client's financial statements?
A. The CPA is liable only to third parties in 
privity of contract with the CPA.
B. The CPA is liable only to known users of 
the financial statements.
C. The CPA probably is liable to any person 
who suffered a loss as a resu lt of the 
fraud.
D. The CPA probably is liable to the client 
even if the client was aware of the fraud 
and did no t rely on the opinion.
11. Under the provisions of Section 10(b) and 
Rule 10b-5 of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, which of the following activities must be 
proven by a stock purchaser in a suit against a 
CPA?
I. Intentional conduct by the CPA designed to 
deceive investors.
II. Negligence by the CPA.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
Item s 12 and  13 are based on the following:
Under the liability provisions of Section 11 of the 
Securities Act of 1933, a CPA may be liable to any 
purchaser of a security for certifying materially 
misstated financial statements that are included 
in the security's registration statement.
12. Under Section 11, a CPA usually will n o t be 
liable to the purchaser
A. If the purchaser is contributorily negli­
gent.
B. If the CPA can prove due diligence.
C. Unless the purchaser can prove privity 
with the CPA.
D. Unless the purchaser can prove scienter 
on the part of the CPA.
13. U nder Section 11, which of the following 
must be proven by a purchaser of the security?
Reliance on the 
financial statements
Fraud 
the Cl
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
14. Which of the following statements concerning 
an accountant's disclosure of confidential client 
data is generally correct?
A. Disclosure may be made to any sta te  
agency without subpoena.
Disclosure may be made to any party on 
consent of the client.
Disclosure may be made to comply with 
an IRS audit request.
Disclosure may be made to comply with 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
B.
C.
D.
15. To which of the following parties may a CPA 
partnership provide its working papers, without 
being lawfully subpoenaed or without the client's 
consent?
A. The IRS.
B. The FASB.
C. Any surviving partner(s) on the death of 
a partner.
D. A CPA before purchasing a partnership 
interest in the firm.
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16. Which of the following actions requires an 
agent for a corporation to have a written agency 
agreement?
A. Purchasing office supplies for the princi­
pal's business.
B. Purchasing an interest in undeveloped 
land for the principal.
C. Hiring an independent general contrac­
to r to renovate the  p rincipal's  office 
building.
D. Retaining an attorney to collect a busi­
ness debt owed the principal.
17. Bolt Corp. dismissed Ace as its general sales 
agent and notified all of Ace's known customers 
by letter. Young Corp., a retail outlet located out­
side of Ace's previously assigned sales territory, 
had never dealt with Ace. Young knew of Ace as a 
result of various business contacts. After his dis­
missal, Ace sold Young goods, to be delivered by 
Bolt, and received from Young a cash deposit for 
20% of the purchase price. It was not unusual for 
an agent in Ace's previous position to receive cash 
deposits. In an action by Young against Bolt on 
the sales contract, Young will
A. Lose, because Ace lacked any implied 
authority to make the contract.
B. Lose, because Ace lacked any express 
authority to make the contract.
C. Win, because Bolt's notice was inade­
q u a te  to te rm in a te  Ace's ap p a ren t 
authority.
D. Win, because a principal is an insurer of 
an agent's acts.
18. Easy Corp. is a real estate developer and reg­
ularly engages real estate brokers to act on its 
behalf in acquiring parcels of land. The brokers 
are authorized to enter into such contracts, but 
are instructed to do so in their own names with­
out disclosing Easy's identity or relationship to 
the transaction. If a broker enters into a contract 
with a seller on Easy's behalf,
A. The broker will have the same actual 
authority as if Easy's identity had been 
disclosed.
B. Easy will be bound by the contract be­
cause of the broker's apparent authority.
C. Easy will n o t be liable for any negligent 
acts committed by the broker while act­
ing on Easy's behalf.
D. The broker will n o t be personally bound 
by the contract because the broker has 
express authority to act.
19. An agent will usually be liable under a con­
tract made with a third party when the agent is
acting on behalf of a(an)
Disclosed Undisclosed
principal principal
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
20. Unless otherwise provided in a general part­
nership agreement, which of the following state­
ments is correct when a partner dies?
A.
B.
C.
D.
The deceased 
partner's 
executor 
would
automatically 
become a 
partner
Yes
Yes
No
No
The deceased 
partner's 
estate would 
be free 
from any 
partnership 
liabilities
Yes
No
Yes
No
The
partnership 
would be 
dissolved 
automatically
Yes
No
No
Yes
21. Which of the following statements is correct 
concerning liability when a partner in a general 
partnersh ip  commits a to rt while engaged in 
partnership business?
A. The partner committing the tort is the 
only party liable.
B. The partnership is the only party liable.
C. Each p a rtn e r is jo in tly  and severally 
liable.
D. Each partner is liable to pay an equal 
share of any judgment.
22. The partnership agreement for Owen Assoc­
iates, a general partnership, provided that profits 
be paid to the partners in the ratio of their finan­
cial contribution to the partnership. Moore con­
tributed $10,000, Noon contributed $30,000, and 
Kale contributed $50,000. For the year ended 
December 31, 1993, Owen had losses of $180,000. 
What amount of the losses should be allocated to 
Kale?
A. $ 40,000
B. $ 60,000
C. $ 90,000
D. $100,000
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23. Lark, a partner in DSJ, a general partner­
ship, wishes to withdraw from the partnership 
and sell Lark's interest to Ward. All of the other 
partners in DSJ have agreed to admit Ward as a 
partner and to hold Lark harmless for the past, 
present, and future liabilities of DSJ. As a result 
of Lark's withdrawal and Ward's admission to the 
partnership, Ward
A. Acquired only the right to receive Ward's 
share of DSJ profits.
B. Has the rig h t to partic ipate  in D SJ's 
management.
C. Is personally liable for partnership liabil­
i t ie s  a ris in g  before and  a fte r  being  
admitted as a partner.
D. Must contribute cash or property to DSJ 
to be admitted with the same rights as 
the other partners.
24. The partners of College Assoc., a general 
partnership, decided to dissolve the partnership 
and agreed that none of the partners would con­
tinue to use the partnership name. Under the 
Uniform Partnership Act, which of the following 
events will occur on dissolution of the partner­
ship?
Each partner's 
existing liability 
would he discharged
A. Yes
B. Yes
C. No
D. No
Each partner's 
apparent authority 
would continue
Yes
No
Yes
No
25. A parent corporation owned more than 90% 
of each class of the outstanding stock issued by a 
subsidiary corporation and decided to merge that 
subsidiary into itself. Under the Revised Model 
Business Corporation Act, which of the following 
actions must be taken?
A. The subsidiary corporation's board of 
directors must pass a merger resolution.
B. The subsidiary corporation's dissenting 
stockholders must be given an appraisal 
remedy.
C. The paren t corporation's stockholders 
must approve the merger.
D. The p a re n t co rpora tion 's  d issen tin g  
stockholders must be given an appraisal 
remedy.
26. U nder the  F edera l F a ir  Debt Collection 
Practices Act, which of the following would a col­
lection service using improper debt collection 
practices be subject to?
A. Abolishment of the debt.
B. Reduction of the debt.
C. Civil lawsuit for damages for violating 
the Act.
D. Criminal prosecution for violating the Act.
27. Which of the following actions between a 
debtor and its creditors will generally cause the 
debtor's release from its debts?
Composition Assignment for the
of creditors benefit of creditors
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
28. Which of the following prejudgment remedies 
would be available to a creditor when a debtor 
owns no real property?
Writ o f 
attachment Garnishment
A. Yes Yes
B Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
29. W hich of the following defenses would a 
surety be able to assert successfully to limit the 
surety's liability to a creditor?
A. A discharge in bankruptcy of the princi­
pal debtor.
B. A personal defense the principal debtor 
has against the creditor.
C. The incapacity of the surety.
D. The incapacity of the principal debtor.
30. Which of the following rights does a surety 
have?
Right to compel
Right to compel the creditor to
the creditor to proceed against
collect from the the principal
principal debtor debtor's collateral
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
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31. Ingot Corp. lent Flange $50,000. At Ingot’s 
request, Flange entered into an agreement with 
Quill and West for them to act as compensated co­
sureties on the loan in the amount of $100,000 
each. Ingot released  West w ithout Q uill’s or 
Flange’s consent, and Flange later defaulted on 
the loan. Which of the following statem ents is 
correct?
A. Quill will be liable for 50% of the loan 
balance.
B. Quill will be liable for the entire loan 
balance.
C. Ingot’s release of West will have no effect 
on Flange’s and Quill’s liability to Ingot.
D. Flange will be released for 50% of the 
loan balance.
32. Deft, CPA, is an unsecured creditor of Golf 
Co. for $6,000. Golf has a total of 10 creditors, all 
of whom are unsecured. Golf has not paid any of 
the creditors for three months. Under Chapter 11 
of the Federal Bankruptcy Code, which of the 
following statements is correct?
A. Golf may n o t be petitioned involuntarily 
into bankruptcy because there are less 
than 12 unsecured creditors.
B. Golf may n o t be petitioned involuntarily 
into bankruptcy under the provisions of 
Chapter 11.
C. Three unsecured creditors must join in 
the involuntary petition in bankruptcy.
D. Deft may file an involuntary petition in 
bankruptcy against Golf.
33. Which of the following claims will n o t be dis­
charged in bankruptcy?
A. A claim  th a t a rises  from alim ony or 
maintenance.
B. A claim th a t arises out of the debtor’s 
breach of a contract.
C. A claim brought by a secured creditor 
that remains unsatisfied after the sale of 
the collateral.
D. A claim brought by a judgment creditor 
whose ju d g m en t re su lte d  from the  
debtor’s negligent operation of a motor 
vehicle.
34. Under the liquidation provisions of Chapter 
7 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code, which of the 
following statements applies to a person who has 
voluntarily filed for and received a discharge in 
bankruptcy?
A. The person will be discharged from all 
debts.
B. The person can obtain another voluntary 
discharge in bankruptcy under Chapter 
7 after three years have elapsed from the 
date of the prior filing.
C. The person must surrender for distribu­
tion to the creditors amounts received as 
an inheritance, if the receipt occurs within 
180 days after filing the bankruptcy peti­
tion.
D. The person is precluded from owning or 
operating  a sim ilar business for two 
years.
35. For the entire year 1993, Ral Supermarket, 
Inc. conducted its business operations without 
any p erm an en t or fu ll-tim e em ployees. Ral 
employed temporary and part-time workers dur­
ing each of the 52 weeks in the year. Under the 
provisions of the Federal Unemployment Tax Act 
(FUTA), which of the following statements is cor­
rect regarding Ral’s obligation to file a federal 
unemployment tax return for 1993?
A. Ral must file a 1993 FUTA return only if 
aggregate wages exceeded $100,000 dur­
ing 1993.
B. Ral m ust file a 1993 FUTA re tu rn  
because it had at least one employee dur­
ing at least 20 weeks of 1993.
C. Ral is obligated to file a 1993 FUTA 
return only if at least one worker earned 
$50 or more in any calendar quarter of 
1993.
D. Ral does n o t have to file a 1993 FUTA 
return because it had no permanent or 
full-time employees in 1993.
36. Which of the following provisions is basic to 
all workers’ compensation systems?
A. The injured employee m ust prove the 
employer’s negligence.
B. The employer may invoke the traditional 
defense of contributory negligence.
C. The employer’s liability may be amelio­
ra te d  by a co-em ployee’s negligence 
under the fellow-servant rule.
D. The in ju red  em ployee is allow ed to 
recover on strict liability theory.
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37. U nder th e  reo rg an iza tio n  provisions of 
Chapter 11 of the Federal Bankruptcy Code, after 
a reorganization plan is confirmed, and a final 
decree closing the proceedings entered, which of 
the following events usually occurs?
A. A reorganized corporate debtor will be 
liquidated.
B. A reorganized corporate debtor will be 
discharged from all debts except as other­
wise provided in the plan and applicable 
law.
C. A trustee  will continue to operate the 
debtor's business.
D. A reorganized individual debtor will n o t 
be allowed to continue in the same busi­
ness.
38. Under the Federal Age Discrim ination in 
Employment Act, which of the following practices 
would be prohibited?
Compulsory 
retirement of 
employees below 
the age o f 65
Termination of 
employees 
between the 
ages o f 65 and 
70 for cause
41. Under the Securities Act of 1933, which of 
the following statements most accurately reflects 
how securities registration affects an investor?
A. The investor is provided with informa­
tion on the stockholders of the offering 
corporation.
B. The investor is provided with informa­
tion on the principal purposes for which 
the offering's proceeds will be used.
C. The investor is guaranteed by the SEC 
that the facts contained in the registra­
tion statement are accurate.
D. The investo r is assu red  by th e  SEC 
against loss resulting from purchasing 
the security.
42. Which of the following securities would be 
regulated by the provisions of the Securities Act 
of 1933?
A. Securities issued by not-for-profit, chari­
table organizations.
B. Securities guaranteed by domestic gov­
ernmental organizations.
C. Securities issued by savings and loan 
associations.
D. Securities issued by insurance companies.
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No 43. Which of the following requirements must be
C. No Yes met by an issuer of securities who wants to make
D. No No an offering by using shelf registration?
39. Under the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act, Original The offeror
which of the following would be regulated? registration must be a
statement must first-time issuer
Number of be kept updated of securities
Minimum hours in the A. Yes Yes
wage Overtime workweek B. Yes No
A. Yes Yes Yes C. No Yes
B. Yes No Yes D. No No
C. Yes Yes No
D. No Yes Yes 44. Under the Securities Act of 1933, which of
40. Which of the following statements correctly 
describes the funding of noncontributory pension 
plans?
All of the  funds are provided by the 
employees.
All of the  funds are provided by the  
employer.
The employer and employee each provide 
50% of the funds.
The employer provides 90% of the funds, 
and each employee contributes 10%.
A.
B.
D.
the following statements concerning an offering of 
securities sold under a transaction exemption is 
correct?
A. The offering is exempt from the an ti­
fraud provisions of the 1933 Act.
The offering is subject to the registration 
requirements of the 1933 Act.
Resales of the offering are exempt from 
the provisions of the 1933 Act.
Resales of the offering m ust be made 
u n d e r a re g is tra tio n  or a d iffe ren t 
exemption provision of the 1933 Act.
B.
C.
D.
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Item s 45 th ro u g h  47 are based on the following:
Link Corp. is subject to the reporting provisions 
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.
45. W hich of the  following s itu a tio n s  would 
require Link to be subject to the reporting provi­
sions of the 1934 Act?
Shares listed 
on a national More than one
securities exchange class o f stock
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
46. Which of the following documents must Link 
file with the SEC?
Quarterly reports Proxy
(Form 10-Q) statements
A Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
47. Which of the following reports must also be 
submitted to the SEC?
A.
Report by any 
party making a 
tender offer to Report o f proxy
B.
purchase solicitations by C.
Link's stock Link stockholders D.
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
48. Which of the following facts will result in an 
offering of securities being exempt from registra­
tion under the Securities Act of 1933?
A. The securities are nonvoting preferred 
stock.
The issuing corporation was closely held 
prior to the offering.
The sale or offer to sell the securities is 
made by a person other than an issuer, 
underwriter, or dealer.
The securities are AAA-rated debentures 
that are collateralized by first mortgages 
on property that has a market value of 
200% of the offering price.
B.
C.
D.
49. For an offering to be exem pt u n d e r 
Regulation D of the Securities Act of 1933, Rules 
504, 505, and 506 each require that
A. The SEC be notified within 10 days of 
the first sale.
B. The offering be made without general 
advertising.
C. All accred ited  in v esto rs  receive the  
issuer's financial information.
D. There be a maximum of 35 investors.
50. Under the Sales Article of the UCC, which of 
the following statements is correct?
A. The obligations of the parties to the con­
tract must be performed in good faith.
B. Merchants and nonmerchants are treated 
alike.
C. The contract m ust involve the sale of 
goods for a price of more than $500.
D. None of the provisions of the UCC may 
be disclaimed by agreement.
51. Under the Sales Article of the UCC, which of 
the following statements is correct regarding the 
warranty of merchantability arising when there 
has been a sale of goods by a merchant seller?
The warranty must be in writing.
The w arran ty  arises when the  buyer 
relies on the seller's skill in selecting the 
goods purchased.
The warranty cannot be disclaimed.
The warranty arises as a m atter of law 
when the seller ordinarily sells the goods 
purchased.
52. Which of the following statements concerning 
an initial intrastate securities offering made by 
an issuer residing in and doing business in that 
state is correct?
A. The offering would be exempt from the 
registration requirements of the Secur­
ities Act of 1933.
B. The offering would be subject to the reg­
istration requirements of the Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934.
C. The offering would be regulated by the 
SEC.
D. The shares of the offering could n o t be 
resold to investors outside the state for 
at least one year.
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53. High sues the manufacturer, wholesaler, and 
retailer for bodily injuries caused by a power saw 
High purchased. Which of the following state­
ments is correct under strict liability theory?
A. Contributory negligence on High's part 
will always be a bar to recovery.
B. The manufacturer will avoid liability if it 
can show it followed the custom of the 
industry.
C. Privity will be a bar to recovery insofar 
as the w holesaler is concerned if the 
wholesaler did n o t have a reasonable 
opportunity to inspect.
D. High may recover even if he c a n n o t 
show any negligence was involved.
54. Under the Sales Article of the UCC, which of 
the following events will result in the risk of loss 
passing from a merchant seller to a buyer?
57. Under the Secured Transactions Article of 
the UCC, which of the following requirements is 
necessary to have a security interest attach?
Tender of the goods 
at the seller's 
place of business
Use of the seller's 
truck to deliver 
the goods
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
55. Under the Sales Article of the UCC, which of 
the following events will release the buyer from 
all its obligations under a sales contract?
A. Destruction of the goods after risk of loss 
passed to the buyer.
B. Im practicability of delivery under the 
terms of the contract.
C. Anticipatory repudiation by the buyer 
that is retracted before the seller cancels 
the contract.
D. Refusal of the  seller to give w ritten  
assurance of performance when reason­
ably demanded by the buyer.
56. Rowe Corp. purchased goods from Stair Co. 
that were shipped C.O.D. Under the Sales Article 
of the UCC, which of the following rights does 
Rowe have?
A. The right  to inspect the goods before paying.
B. The rig h t to  possession of the  goods 
before paying.
C. The right to reject nonconforming goods.
D. The right to delay payment for a reason­
able period of time.
Debtor has 
rights in the 
collateral
Proper filing 
of a security 
agreement
Value given 
by the 
creditor
Yes Yes Yes
Yes Yes No
Yes No Yes
No Yes Yes
A.
B.
C.
D.
58. Under the Secured Transactions Article of 
the UCC, which of the following purchasers will 
own consumer goods free of a perfected security 
interest in the goods?
A. A merchant who purchases the goods for 
resale.
B. A merchant who purchases the goods for 
use in its business.
C. A consumer who purchases the goods 
from a consumer purchaser who gave the 
security interest.
D. A consumer who purchases the goods in 
the ordinary course of business.
59. Under the Secured Transactions Article of 
the UCC, what would be the order of priority for 
the following security  in te re sts  in consum er 
goods?
I. Financing agreement filed on April 1.
II. Possession of the collateral by a creditor on 
April 10.
III. Financing agreement perfected on April 15.
A. I, II, III.
B. II, I, III.
C. II, III, I.
D. Ill, II, I.
60. Under the Secured Transactions Article of 
the UCC, which of the following rem edies is 
available to a secured creditor when a debtor fails 
to make a paym ent when due?
Proceed 
against the 
collateral
Obtain a general 
judgment against 
the debtor
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
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Number 2 (Estim ated tim e—10 to 15 m inutes)
Q uestion N um ber 2 consists of 15 items. Select 
the b e st answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil 
to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective 
Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er 
all item s. Your grade will be based on the total 
number of correct answers.
On December 15, Blake Corp. telephoned Reach 
Consultants, Inc. and offered to hire Reach to 
design a security system for Blake’s research 
department. The work would require two years 
to com plete. B lake offered to pay a fee of 
$100,000 b u t s ta te d  th a t  th e  offer m ust be 
accepted in writing, and the acceptance received 
by Blake no later than December 20.
On December 20, Reach faxed a w ritten  
acceptance to Blake. Blake's offices were closed 
on December 20 and Reach's fax was not seen 
until December 21.
Reach's acceptance contained the following 
language;
"We accept your $1,000,000 offer. 
Weaver has been assigned $5,000 of the 
fee as payment for sums owed Weaver 
by Reach. Paym ent of th is  am ount 
should be made directly to Weaver."
On December 22, Blake sent a signed memo 
to Reach rejecting Reach's December 20 fax but 
offering to hire Reach for a $75,000 fee. Reach 
telephoned Blake on December 23 and orally 
accepted Blake's December 22 offer.
R equired:
a. Item s 61 th rough  67 relate to whether 
a contractual relationship exists between Blake 
and Reach. For each item, determine whether the 
statem ent is True T  or False F  and blacken 
the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer 
Sheet.
b. I te m s  68 th r o u g h  72 re la te  to the  
a ttem p ted  ass ig n m en t of p a r t  of th e  fee to 
Weaver. Assume th a t a valid contract exists 
between Blake and Reach. For each item, deter­
mine whether the statement is True or False. On 
the Objective Answer Sheet, blacken T  if the 
statement is True or F  if the statement is False.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
Reach is prohibited from making an assign­
ment of any contract right or duty.
Reach may validly assign part of the fee to 
Weaver.
U nder the  term s of Reach's acceptance, 
Weaver would be considered a th ird  party 
creditor beneficiary.
In  a breach  of co n trac t su it by W eaver, 
against Blake, Weaver would not collect any 
punitive damages.
In a breach of contract suit by Weaver, against 
Reach, Weaver would be able to collect punitive 
damages.
c. Item s 73 th ro u g h  75 relate to Blake's 
December 22 signed memo. For each item, deter­
mine whether the statement is True T  or False 
F  and blacken the corresponding oval on the 
Objective Answer Sheet.
73. Reach's oral acceptance of Blake's December 
22 memo may be enforced by Blake against 
Reach.
74. Blake's memo is a valid offer even though it 
contains no date for acceptance.
75. Blake's memo may be enforced against Blake 
by Reach.
61. Blake's December 15 offer had to be in writ­
ing to be a legitimate offer.
62. Reach's December 20 fax was an improper 
method of acceptance.
63. Reach’s December 20 fax was effective when 
sent.
64. Reach's acceptance was invalid because it 
was received after December 20.
65. Blake's receipt of Reach's acceptance created 
a voidable contract.
66. Reach's agreement to a $1,000,000 fee pre­
vented the formation of a contract.
67. Reach's December 20 fax was a counteroffer.
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Number 3 (Estim ated tim e—10 to 15 m inutes)
Q uestion Num ber 3 consists of 2 parts. Part A consists of 5 items and Part B consists of 8 items. 
Select the b est answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropriate ovals on the 
Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer all item s. Your grade will be based on the 
total number of correct answers.
During an audit of Trent Realty Corp.'s financial statements, Clark, CPA, reviewed the following instruments:
A . Instrument 1.
$300,000 Belle, MD 
September 15, 1993
For value received, ten years after date, 
I promise to pay to the order of Dart 
Finance Co. Three Hundred Thousand 
and 00/100 dollars with interest at 9% 
per annum compounded annually until 
fully paid.
This instrument arises out of the sale of 
land located in MD.
It is further agreed that:
1.
2 .
Maker will pay all costs of collection 
including reasonable attorney fees. 
Maker may prepay the amount 
outstanding on any anniversary 
date of this instrument.
G . E v a n s ________
G. Evans
The following transactions relate to Instrument 1.
• On March 1 5 , 1994, Dart endorsed the instrument in blank and sold it to Morton for $275,000.
• On July 10, 1994, Evans informed Morton that Dart had fraudulently induced Evans into signing the 
instrument.
• On August 15, 1994, Trent, which knew of Evans' claim against Dart, purchased the instrument from 
Morton for $50,000.
Required:
Item s 76 through 80 relate to Instrument 1. For each item, select from List I the correct answer 
and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. An answer may be selected once, 
more than once, or not at all. List I
76. Instrument 1 is a (type of instrument)
77. Instrument 1 is (negotiability)
78. Morton is considered a (type of ownership)
79. Trent is considered a (type of ownership)
80. Trent could recover on the instrument from 
(liable party(s))
A. Draft
B. Promissory Note
C. Security Agreement
D. Holder
E. Holder in due course
F. Holder with rights of a holder in due 
course under the Shelter Provision
G. Negotiable
H. Nonnegotiable
I. Evans, Morton, and Dart
J. Morton and Dart
K. Only Dart
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N um ber 3 (continued)
B.
Instrument 2.
Front Back
To: Pure Bank M. West
Upton, VT
Pay to C. Larr
April 5 ,  1994 T. Keetin
Pay to the order of M. West $1,500.00 C. Larr
One Thousand Five Hundred and 00/100 
Dollars on May 1, 1994
without recourse
W . Fields 
W. Fields
R equired:
Item s 81 th ro u g h  88 relate to Instrument 2. For each item, select from List II the correct answer 
and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. An answer may be selected once, 
more than once, or not a t all.
81. Instrument 2 is a (type of instrument)
82. Instrument 2 is (negotiability)
83. West's endorsement makes the instrument 
(type of instrument)
84. Keetin's endorsement makes the instrument 
(type of instrument)
85. Larr's endorsement makes the instrument 
(type of instrument)
86. West's endorsement would be considered 
(type of endorsement)
87. Keetin's endorsement would be considered 
(type of endorsement)
88. Larr's endorsement would be considered 
(type of endorsement)
List II
A. Bearer paper
B. Blank
C. Check
D. Draft
E. Negotiable
F. Nonnegotiable
G. Note
H. Order paper 
QualifiedI.
J. Special
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On Jan u ary  1, 1993, Stone prepared an inter 
vivos spendthrift trust. Stone wanted to provide 
financial security  for several close re la tives 
during their lives, with the remainder payable to 
several charities. Stone funded the trust by trans­
ferring stocks, bonds, and a commercial building 
to the trust. Queen Bank was named as Trustee. 
The tru s t was to use the calendar year as its 
accounting period. The tru s t instrum ent con­
tained no provision for the allocation of receipts 
and disbursements to principal and income.
The following transactions involving tru s t 
property occurred in 1993:
• The trust sold stock it owned for $50,000. The 
cost basis of the stock was $10,000. $40,000 
was allocated to income and $10,000 to princi­
pal.
• The tru s t received a stock dividend of 500 
shares of $10 par value common stock selling, 
a t the time, for $50 per share. $20,000 was 
allocated to income and $5,000 to principal.
• The tru st received bond interest of $18,000, 
which was allocated to income. The interest 
was paid and received semiannually on May 1 
and November 1.
• The trust made mortgage amortization pay­
m ents of $40,000 on the mortgage on the 
commercial building. The entire amount was 
allocated to principal.
On December 31, 1993, all the income benefi­
ciaries and the charities joined in a petition to 
have the court allow the trust to be terminated 
and all trust funds distributed.
R equired:
a. S ta te  the  requirem ents to estab lish  a 
valid inter vivos spendthrift trust and determine 
w hether the Stone tru s t meets those require­
ments.
b . State whether the allocations made in the 
four transactions were correct and, if not, state 
the proper allocation to be made under the major­
ity rule. Disregard any tax effect of each transac­
tion.
c. State whether the trust will be terminated 
by the court and give the reasons for your conclu­
sion.
Number 4 (Estim ated tim e—15 to 25 m inutes)
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On May 15, 1993, Strong bought a factory build­
ing from Front for $500,000. Strong assumed 
Front's $300,000 mortgage with Ace Bank, gave a 
$150,000 mortgage to Lane Finance Co., and paid 
$50,000 cash.
The Ace mortgage had never been recorded. 
Lane knew of the Ace mortgage and recorded its 
mortgage on May 20, 1993.
Strong bought the factory for investm ent 
purposes and, on June 1, 1993, entered into a 
written lease with Apex Mfg. for seven years. On 
December 1, 1993, Apex subleased the factory to 
Egan Corp. without Strong's permission. Strong's 
lease with Apex was silent concerning the right to 
sublease.
On May 15, 1993, Strong had obtained a fire 
insurance policy from Range Insurance Co. The 
policy had a face value of $400,000. Apex and 
Egan obtained fire insurance policies from Zone 
Insurance Co. Each policy contained a standard 
80% coinsurance clause. On May 1, 1994, when 
the factory had a fair market value of $600,000, a 
fire caused $180,000 damage.
Strong made no mortgage payments after the 
fire and on September 1, 1994, after the factory 
had been repaired , the m ortgages were fore­
closed. The balances due for p rin c ip a l and 
accrued interest were: Ace, $275,000; and Lane, 
$140,000. At a foreclosure sale, the factory and 
land were sold. After payment of all expenses, 
$400,000 of the proceeds remained for distribu­
tion.
As a result of the above events, the following 
actions took place:
Number 5 (Estim ated tim e—15 to 25 m inutes) • Strong sued Apex for subleasing the factory to 
Egan without Strong's permission.
• Zone refused to honor the Apex and Egan fire 
insurance policies claiming neither Apex nor 
Egan had an insurable interest in the factory.
• S trong  sued R ange to have R ange pay 
Strong's $180,000 loss. Range refused claim­
ing Strong had insufficient coverage under 
the coinsurance clause.
• Ace and Lane both demanded fu ll payment of 
their mortgages from the proceeds of the fore­
closure sale.
The preceding took place in a "Notice-Race" juris­
diction.
R equired:
Answer the following questions and give the 
reasons for your conclusions.
a. Would Strong succeed in the suit against 
Apex for subletting the factory to Egan without 
Strong's permission?
b. Is Zone correct in claiming that neither 
Apex nor Egan had an insurable interest in the 
factory at the time of the fire?
c. W hat am ount w ill S trong be able to 
recover from Range?
d. What amount of the foreclosure proceeds 
will Lane recover?
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EXAMINATION QUESTION BOOKLET
Q-AUDIT
AUDITING
November 2 ,  1994; 1:30 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.
CANDIDATE NUMBER
Record your 7-digit candidate number in 
the boxes.
 
The point values for each question, and estimated time
allotments based primarily on point value, are as follows:
Point Estimated Minutes
Value Minimum Maximum
No. 1 ..... . ....... 60 140 150
No. 2 ........ .......  10 15 25
No. 3 ....... ....... 10 15 25
No. 4 ....... .......  10 25 35
No. 5 ....... ....... 10 25 35
Totals .... ....... 100 220 270
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES Failure to follow these instructions may have an adverse effect on your Examination grade.
1. Record your 7-digit candidate number in the 
boxes provided at the upper right-hand comer of 
this page.
2. Question numbers 1, 2, and 3 should be answered 
on the Objective Answer Sheet, which is pages 11 
and 12 of your Examination Answer Booklet. You  
should attem pt to answer all objective items. 
There is no penalty for incorrect responses. Since 
the objective items are computer-graded, your 
comments and calculations associated with them 
are not considered. Be certain th a t you have 
entered your answers on the Objective Answer 
Sheet before the examination time is up. The 
objective portion of your examination will not be 
graded if you fail to record your answers on the 
Objective Answer Sheet. You will not be given 
additional time to record your answers.
3. Question numbers 4 and 5 should be answered 
beginning on page 3 of the Examination Answer 
Booklet. If you have not completed answering a 
question on a page, fill in the appropriate spaces 
in the wording on the bottom of th e  p a g e
"QUESTION NUMBER ___CONTINUES ON
PAGE ___ ." If you have completed answering a
question, fill in the appropriate space in the 
wording on the bottom of the page "QUESTION
NUMBER___ ENDS ON THIS PAGE." Always
begin the start of an answer to a question on the 
top of a new page (which may be the back side of a 
sheet of paper).
4. Record your 7-digit candidate number, state, and 
question number where indicated on pages 3 
through 10 of the Examination Answer Booklet.
5. Although the primary purpose of the examination 
is to test your knowledge and application of the 
subject matter, selected essay responses will be 
graded for writing skills.
6. You are required to turn in by the end of each 
session:
a. A ttendance Record Form, front page of 
Examination Answer Booklet;
b. Objective Answer Sheet, pages 11 and 12 of 
Examination Answer Booklet;
c. Remaining Portion of Examination Answer 
Booklet;
d. Examination Question Booklet; and
e. All unused examination materials.
Your examination will not be graded unless the 
above listed items are handed in before leaving 
the examination room.
7. Unless otherwise instructed, if you want your 
Examination Question Booklet mailed to you, 
w rite your name and address in both places 
indicated on the back cover and place 52 cents 
postage in the space provided. Exam ination 
Question Booklets will be distributed no sooner 
than the day following the administration of this 
examination.
Prepared by the Board o f Examiners o f the American Institute o f Certified Public Accountants and adopted by the 
examining boards o f all states, the District o f Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands o f the United States.
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Number 1 (Estimated time—140 to 150 minutes) 
In s tru c tio n s
Select the b est answer for each of the following 
items. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropri­
ate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indi­
cate your answers. M ark  only one answ er fo r 
each  item . A nsw er a ll item s. Your grade will 
be based on the total number of correct answers.
1. Which of the following procedures would an 
auditor most likely include in the initial planning 
of a financial statement audit?
A. Obtaining a written representation letter 
from the client's management.
B. Examining documents to detect illegal 
acts having  a m a te ria l effect on the  
financial statements.
C. C onsidering w hether the  c lien t's  ac­
counting estimates are reasonable in the 
circumstances.
D. Determining the extent of involvement of 
the client's internal auditors.
2. Which of the following factors most likely 
would influence an auditor’s determination of the 
auditability of an entity's financial statements?
A. The complexity of the accounting system.
B. The existence of related party transac­
tions.
C. The adequacy of the accounting records.
D. The operating effectiveness of control 
procedures.
4. The senior auditor responsible for coordinat­
ing the field work usually schedules a pre-audit 
conference with the audit team primarily to
A. Give guidance to the staff regarding both 
technical and personnel aspects of the 
audit.
B. Discuss staff suggestions concerning the 
establishment and maintenance of time 
budgets.
C. Establish the need for using the work of 
specialists and internal auditors.
D. Provide an opportunity to document staff 
d isag reem en ts  reg a rd in g  tech n ica l 
issues.
5. After field work audit procedures are com­
pleted, a partner of the CPA firm who has not 
been involved in the audit performs a second or 
w rap-up w orking paper review. This second 
review usually focuses on
A. The fair presentation of the financial 
statements in conformity with GAAP.
B. Irregularities involving the client's man­
agement and its employees.
C. The materiality of the adjusting entries 
proposed by the audit staff.
D. The communication of internal control 
weaknesses to the client's audit committee.
6. To obtain an understanding of a continuing 
client's business in planning an audit, an auditor 
most likely would
A. Perform tests of details of transactions 
and balances.
B. Review prior-year working papers and 
the permanent file for the client.
C. Read specialized industry journals.
D. Reevaluate the client's internal control 
environment.
3. Hill, CPA, has been retained to audit the 
financial statem ents of Monday Co. Monday's 
predecessor auditor was Post, CPA, who has been 
notified by Monday that Post's services have been 
term inated. Under these circumstances, which 
p a rty  should  in it ia te  th e  com m unications 
between Hill and Post?
A. Hill, the successor auditor.
B. Post, the predecessor auditor.
C. Monday's controller or CFO.
D. The ch a irm an  of M onday's board  of 
directors.
7. In planning an audit of a new client, an audi­
tor most likely would consider the methods used 
to process accounting information because such 
methods
A. Influence the design of the internal con­
trol structure.
B. Affect the auditor's prelim inary judg­
ment about materiality levels.
C. Assist in evaluating the planned audit 
objectives.
D. Determine the auditor's acceptable level 
of audit risk.
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8. Inherent risk and control risk  differ from 
detection risk in that they
A. Arise from the misapplication of auditing 
procedures.
B. May he assessed in either quantitative or 
nonquantitative terms.
C. E x ist independently  of the  financial 
statement audit.
D. Can be changed at the auditor's discre­
tion.
9. The existence of audit risk is recognized by 
the statem ent in the auditor's standard report 
that the
A. Auditor is responsible for expressing an 
opinion on the  financial s ta tem en ts , 
which are the responsibility of manage­
ment.
B. Financial statements are presented fairly, 
in all m aterial respects, in conformity 
with GAAP.
C. A udit includes exam ining, on a te s t 
basis, evidence supporting the amounts 
and disclosures in the financial s ta te ­
ments.
D. Auditor obtains reasonable assurance 
about whether the Financial statements 
are free of material misstatement.
11. Which of the following statements is n o t cor­
rect about materiality?
A. The concept of m ateria lity  recognizes 
that some matters are important for fair 
presentation of financial statem ents in 
conformity with GAAP, while other mat­
ters are n o t important.
B. An aud ito r considers m a te ria lity  for 
planning purposes in terms of the largest 
aggregate level of m isstatem ents th a t 
could be material to any one of the finan­
cial statements.
C. Materiality judgments are made in light 
of surrounding circumstances and neces­
sarily  involve both q u an tita tiv e  and 
qualitative judgments.
D. An auditor's consideration of materiality 
is influenced by the auditor's perception 
of the needs of a reasonable person who 
will rely on the financial statements.
12. During the annual audit of Ajax Corp., a 
publicly held company, Jones, CPA, a continuing 
auditor, determined that illegal political contribu­
tions had been made during each of the past 
seven years, including the  year under audit. 
Jones notified the board of directors about the 
illegal contributions, but they refused to take any 
action because the amounts involved were imma­
terial to the financial statements.
Jones should reconsider the intended degree 
of reliance to be placed on the
A. Letter of audit inquiry to the client's 
attorney.
B. Prior years' audit programs.
C. Management representation letter.
D. Preliminary judgment about materiality 
levels.
10. On the basis of audit evidence gathered and 
evaluated, an auditor decides to increase the 
assessed level of control risk from that originally 
planned. To achieve an overall audit risk level 
th a t is substantially the same as the planned 
audit risk level, the auditor would
A. Decrease substantive testing.
B. Decrease detection risk.
C. Increase inherent risk.
D. Increase materiality levels.
13. Which of the following circumstances most 
likely would cause an auditor to consider whether 
material misstatements exist in an entity's finan­
cial statements?
A. Management places little emphasis on 
meeting earnings projections.
B. The board of directors makes all major 
financing decisions.
C. Reportable conditions previously commu­
nicated to management are no t corrected.
D. Transactions selected for testing are n o t 
supported by proper documentation.
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14. An entity’s income statements were misstated 
due to the  recording of jo u rn a l en trie s  th a t 
involved debits and credits to an unusual combi­
nation of expense and revenue accounts. The 
auditor most likely could have detected this irreg­
ularity by
A. Tracing a sample of journal entries to the 
general ledger.
B. Evaluating the effectiveness of the internal 
control structure policies and procedures.
C. Investigating the reconciliations between 
con tro lling  accounts and sub sid ia ry  
records.
D. P erfo rm ing  an a ly tica l p rocedures 
designed to disclose differences from 
expectations.
18. Which of the following conditions is neces­
sary for a practitioner to accept an attest engage­
ment to examine and report on an entity's inter­
nal control structure over financial reporting?
A. The practitioner anticipates relying on 
the entity's internal control structure in 
a financial statement audit.
B. Management presents its written asser­
tion about the effectiveness of the inter­
nal control structure.
C. The practitioner is a continuing auditor 
who previously has audited the entity's 
financial statements.
D. Management agrees not to present the 
practitioner's report in a general-use doc­
ument to stockholders.
15. Which of the following documentation is not 
required for an audit in accordance with generally 
accepted auditing standards?
A. A w ritten audit program setting  forth 
the procedures necessary to accomplish 
the audit's objectives.
B. An in d ica tio n  th a t  th e  accounting  
records agree or reconcile with the finan­
cial statements.
C. A client engagement letter tha t summa­
rizes the timing and details of the audi­
tor's planned field work.
D. The basis for the auditor's conclusions 
when the assessed level of control risk is 
below the maximum level.
19. Which of the following statements is correct 
concerning an auditor's responsibilities regarding 
financial statements?
A. M aking suggestions th a t are adopted 
about the form and content of an entity's 
financial statements impairs an auditor's 
independence.
B. An auditor may draft an entity's finan­
cial s tatem ents based on inform ation 
from management's accounting system.
C. The fair presentation of audited financial 
statements in conformity with GAAP is 
an implicit part of the auditor's responsi­
bilities.
D. An auditor's responsibilities for audited 
financial statements are not confined to 
the expression of the auditor's opinion.
16. Audit programs should be designed so that
A. Most of the required procedures can be 
performed as interim work.
B. Inherent risk is assessed at a sufficiently 
low level.
C. The auditor can make constructive sug­
gestions to management.
D. The audit evidence gathered supports 
the auditor's conclusions.
17. The permanent file of an auditor's working 
papers generally would not include
A. Bond indenture agreements.
B. Lease agreements.
C. Working trial balance.
D. Flowchart of the internal control struc­
ture.
20. An accountant has been engaged to review a 
nonpublic entity's financial statements that con­
tain several departures from GAAP. If the finan­
cial statements are not revised and modification 
of the standard review report is not adequate to 
indicate the deficiencies, the accountant should
A. Withdraw from the engagement and pro­
vide no further services concerning these 
financial statements.
B. Inform m anagem ent th a t the engage­
ment can proceed only if distribution of 
the accountant's report is restricted to 
internal use.
C. Determine the effects of the departures 
from GAAP and issue a special report on 
the financial statements.
D. Issue a modified review report provided 
the entity agrees tha t the financial state­
ments will not be used to obtain credit.
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21. W hich of the  following s ta tem e n ts  b est 
describes an auditor's responsibility to detect 
errors and irregularities?
A. An auditor should design an audit to pro­
vide reasonable assurance of detecting 
errors and irregularities tha t are materi­
al to the financial statements.
B. An auditor is responsible to detect mate­
rial errors, but has no responsibility to 
detect m aterial irregularities th a t are 
concealed through employee collusion or 
m anagem ent override of the  in te rna l 
control structure.
C. An au d ito r h as n o  resp o n sib ility  to 
detect errors and irregularities unless 
analytical procedures or tests of transac­
tions identify conditions causing a rea­
sonably prudent auditor to suspect that 
the financial statements were materially 
misstated.
D. An au d ito r has n o  resp o n sib ility  to 
detect errors and irregularities because 
an aud ito r is n o t an in su re r and an 
audit does n o t constitute a guarantee.
22. Statements on Standards for Accounting and 
Review Services (SSARS) require an accountant 
to report when the accountant has
A. Typed client-prepared financial s ta te ­
ments, without modification, as an accom­
modation to the client.
B. Provided a client with a financial state­
ment format that does n o t include dollar 
am ounts, to be used by the  clien t in 
preparing financial statements.
C. Proposed correcting journal entries to be 
recorded by the client that change client- 
prepared financial statements.
D. Generated, through the use of computer 
software, financial statements prepared 
in  accordance w ith  a com prehensive 
basis of accounting other than GAAP.
23. An accountant may accept an engagement to 
apply agreed-upon procedures to prospective 
financial statements provided that
A. Distribution of the report is restricted to 
the specified users.
B. The prospective financial statements are 
also examined.
C. Responsibility for the adequacy of the 
procedures performed is taken  by the 
accountant.
D. Negative assurance is expressed on the 
prospective financial statem ents taken 
as a whole.
24. The primary purpose of establishing quality 
control policies and procedures for deciding 
whether to accept a new client is to
A. Enable the CPA firm to attest to the reli­
ability of the client.
B. Satisfy the CPA firm’s duty to the public 
concerning the acceptance of new clients.
C. Minimize the likelihood of association 
w ith clients whose m anagem ent lacks 
integrity.
D. Anticipate before performing any field 
work whether an unqualified opinion can 
be expressed.
25. When assessing the internal auditors' compe­
tence, the independent CPA should obtain infor­
mation about the
A. Organizational level to which the inter­
nal auditors report.
B. Educational background and professional 
certification of the internal auditors.
C. Policies prohibiting the internal auditors 
from auditing areas where relatives are 
employed.
D. Internal auditors' access to records and 
information that is considered sensitive.
26. Proper segregation of duties reduces the 
opportunities to allow persons to be in positions 
to both
A. Journalize entries and prepare financial 
statements.
B. Record cash receipts and cash disburse­
ments.
C. Establish internal controls and authorize 
transactions.
D. Perpetuate and conceal errors and irreg­
ularities.
27. Which of the following statements is correct 
concerning statistical sampling in tests of con­
trols?
A. As the population size increases, the 
sample size should increase proportion­
ately.
B. Deviations from specific internal control 
procedures a t a given ra te  ordinarily 
result in misstatements a t a lower rate.
C. There is an inverse relationship between 
the expected population deviation rate 
and the sample size.
D. In determining tolerable rate, an auditor 
considers detection risk and the sample 
size.
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28. In an audit of financial statements, an audi­
tor's primary consideration regarding an internal 
control policy or procedure is whether the policy 
or procedure
A. Reflects m anagement’s philosophy and 
operating style.
B. Affects m anagem ent's financial s ta te ­
ment assertions.
C. P rov ides ad eq u a te  sa feg u ard s  over 
access to assets.
D. Enhances management's decision-mak­
ing processes.
29. Which of the following are considered control 
environment factors?
Detection
risk
Personnel 
policies and 
practices
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
30. The ultim ate purpose of assessing control 
risk is to contribute to the auditor's evaluation of 
the risk that
A. Tests of controls may fail to identify pro­
cedures relevant to assertions.
B. Material misstatements may exist in the 
financial statements.
C. Specified controls requiring segregation of 
duties may be circumvented by collusion.
D. E n tity  policies may be overridden by 
senior management.
31. To obtain evidential m atter about control 
risk, an auditor selects tests from a variety of 
techniques including
A. Inquiry.
B. Analytical procedures.
C. Calculation.
D. Confirmation.
32. Which of the following is a step in an audi­
tor's decision to assess control risk at below the 
maximum?
A. Apply analy tica l procedures to both 
financial data and nonfinancial informa­
tion to detect conditions tha t may indi­
cate weak controls.
B. Perform tests of details of transactions 
and account balances to identify poten­
tial errors and irregularities.
C. Identify specific internal control policies 
and procedures that are likely to detect 
or prevent material misstatements.
D. D ocum ent th a t  th e  ad d itiona l au d it 
effort to perform tests of controls exceeds 
the potential reduction in substantive 
testing.
33. The likelihood of assessing control risk too 
high is the risk that the sample selected to test 
controls
A. Does n o t support the auditor's planned 
assessed level of control risk when the 
true operating effectiveness of the con­
trol structure justifies such an assess­
ment.
B. Contains m isstatem ents th a t could be 
m ateria l to the financial s ta tem en ts  
when aggregated with misstatements in 
other account balances or transactions 
classes.
C. Contains proportionately fewer mone­
tary errors or deviations from prescribed 
internal control structure policies or pro­
cedures than exist in the balance or class 
as a whole.
D. Does n o t support the tolerable error for 
some or all of management's assertions.
34. Upon receipt of custom ers' checks in the 
mailroom, a responsible employee should prepare 
a rem ittance listing  th a t is forwarded to the 
cashier. A copy of the listing should be sent to the
A. Internal auditor to investigate the listing 
for unusual transactions.
B. Treasurer to compare the listing with the 
monthly bank statement.
C. A ccounts receivab le  bookkeeper to 
update the subsidiary accounts receiv­
able records.
D. Entity's bank to compare the listing with 
the cashier's deposit slip.
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35. Proper authorization of write-offs of uncol­
lectible accounts should be approved in which of 
the following departments?
A. Accounts receivable.
B. Credit.
C. Accounts payable.
D. Treasurer.
36. Which of the following procedures most likely 
would n o t be an in te rn a l control procedure 
designed to reduce the risk of errors in the billing 
process?
A. Comparing control to tals for shipping 
documents with corresponding totals for 
sales invoices.
B. Using computer programmed controls on 
the pricing and mathematical accuracy 
of sales invoices.
C. M atch ing  sh ipp ing  docum ents w ith  
approved sales orders before invoice 
preparation.
D. Reconciling the control totals for sales 
invoices w ith the accounts receivable 
subsidiary ledger.
37. Misstatements in a batch computer system 
caused by incorrect programs or data may not be 
detected immediately because
A. Errors in some transactions may cause 
rejection of other transactions in the 
batch.
B. The identification of errors in input data 
typically is not part of the program.
C. There are tim e delays in  processing 
transactions in a batch system.
D. The processing of transactions in a batch 
system is not uniform.
38. Wh ich of the following controls is a process­
ing control designed to ensure the reliability and 
accuracy of data processing?
Limit test Validity check test
A. Yes Yes
B. No No
C. No Yes
D. Yes No
39. In assessing control risk for purchases, an 
auditor vouches a sample of entries in the voucher 
reg ister to the supporting documents. Which 
assertion would this test of controls most likely 
support?
A. Completeness.
B. Existence or occurrence.
C. Valuation or allocation.
D. Rights and obligations.
40. Which of the following internal control proce­
dures is not usually performed in the vouchers 
payable department?
A. Matching the vendor's invoice with the 
related receiving report.
B. Approving vouchers for payment by hav­
ing an authorized employee sign the 
vouchers.
C. In d ica tin g  th e  a sse t and  expense 
accounts to be debited.
D. Accounting for unused prenumbered pur­
chase orders and receiving reports.
41. Which of the following questions would an 
auditor least likely include on an internal control 
questionnaire concerning the initiation and exe­
cution of equipment transactions?
A. Are requests for major repairs approved 
a t a higher level than  the departm ent 
initiating the request?
B. Are prenumbered purchase orders used 
for equipment and periodically accounted 
for?
C. Are requests for purchases of equipment 
reviewed for consideration of soliciting 
competitive bids?
D. Are procedures in place to monitor and 
properly restrict access to equipment?
42. The objective of tests of details of transac­
tions performed as tests of controls is to
A. Monitor the  design and use of en tity  
documents such as prenumbered ship­
ping forms.
B. D eterm ine w hether in te rn a l control 
structure policies and procedures have 
been placed in operation.
C. Detect m aterial m isstatem ents in the 
account balances of the financial state­
ments.
D. Evaluate whether internal control struc­
ture procedures operated effectively.
43. Which of the following tests of controls most 
likely would help assure an auditor th a t goods 
shipped are properly billed?
A. Scan the sales journal for sequential and 
unusual entries.
B. Examine shipping documents for match­
ing sales invoices.
C. Compare the accounts receivable ledger 
to daily sales summaries.
D. Inspect unused sales invoices for con­
secutive prenumbering.
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44. Reportable conditions are matters that come 
to an auditor's attention that should be communi­
cated to an entity's audit committee because they 
represent
A. Disclosures of information th a t signifi­
cantly contradict the auditor's going con­
cern assumption.
B. Material irregularities or illegal acts per­
petrated by high-level management.
C. Significant deficiencies in the design or 
operation of the internal control struc­
ture.
D. Manipulation or falsification of account­
ing records or documents from which 
financial statements are prepared.
45. Which of the following statements is correct 
concerning an auditor's required communication 
of reportable conditions?
A. A reportable condition previously com­
municated during the prior year's audit 
that remains uncorrected causes a scope 
limitation.
B. An auditor should perform tests of con­
trols on reportable conditions before com­
municating them to the client.
C. An auditor's report on reportable condi­
tions should include a restriction on the 
distribution of the report.
D. An auditor should communicate report- 
able conditions after tests of controls, but 
before commencing substantive tests.
46. Snow, CPA, was engaged by M aster Co. to 
examine and report on m anagem ent's w ritten 
assertion  about the effectiveness of M aster's 
internal control structure over financial report­
ing. Snow's report should state that
A. Because of inherent lim itations of any 
in te rn a l control s tru c tu re , e rro rs  or 
irreg u la ritie s  may occur and n o t be 
detected.
B. Management's assertion is based on cri­
te r ia  e s tab lish ed  by th e  A m erican 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
C. The results of Snow's tests will form the 
basis for Snow's opinion on the fairness 
of Master's financial statements in con­
formity with GAAP.
D. The purpose of the engagem ent is to 
enable Snow to plan an audit and deter­
mine the nature, timing, and extent of 
tests to be performed.
47. Which of the following presumptions is cor­
rect about the reliability of evidential matter?
A. Information obtained indirectly from out­
side sources is the most reliable eviden­
tial matter.
B. To be reliable, evidential m atter should 
be convincing rather than persuasive.
C. Reliability of evidential matter refers to 
the am ount of corroborative evidence 
obtained.
D. An effective internal control structure 
provides more assurance about the relia­
bility of evidential matter.
48. Which of the following auditing procedures 
most likely would provide assurance about a 
manufacturing entity's inventory valuation?
A. Testing the entity's computation of stan­
dard overhead rates.
B. Obtaining confirmation of inventories 
pledged under loan agreements.
C. Reviewing shipping and receiving cutoff 
procedures for inventories.
D. Tracing test counts to the entity's inven­
tory listing.
49. In establishing the existence and ownership 
of a long-term investment in the form of publicly- 
trad ed  stock, an au d ito r should inspect the 
securities or
A. Correspond with the investee company 
to verify the number of shares owned.
B. Inspect the audited financial statements 
of the investee company.
C. Confirm the num ber of shares owned 
th a t are held by an independent cus­
todian.
D. Determine that the investment is carried 
at the lower of cost or market.
50. An auditor's  purpose in review ing credit 
ratings of customers with delinquent accounts 
receivable most likely is to obtain evidence con­
cerning management's assertions about
A. Valuation or allocation.
B. Presentation and disclosure.
C. Existence or occurrence.
D. Rights and obligations.
51. Determining that proper amounts of depreci­
ation are expensed provides assurance about 
management's assertions of valuation or alloca­
tion and
A. Presentation and disclosure.
B. Completeness.
C. Rights and obligations.
D. Existence or occurrence.
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52. In auditing accounts receivable the negative 
form of confirmation request most likely would be 
used when
A. Recipients are likely to re turn  positive 
confirmation requests without verifying 
the accuracy of the information.
B. The combined assessed level of inherent 
and control risk  re la tive  to accounts 
receivable is low.
C. A small number of accounts receivable 
are involved but a relatively large num­
ber of errors are expected.
D. The auditor performs a dual purpose test 
th a t assesses control risk  and obtains 
substantive evidence.
53. When using confirmations to provide evi­
dence about the  com pleteness asse rtio n  for 
accounts payable, the appropriate population 
most likely would be
A. Vendors with whom the entity has previ­
ously done business.
B. A m ounts recorded  in  th e  accounts 
payable subsidiary ledger.
C. Payees of checks drawn in the month 
after the year end.
D. Invoices filed in the entity's open invoice 
file.
54. Which of the following sam pling methods 
would be used to estimate a numerical measure­
ment of a population, such as a dollar value?
A. Attributes sampling.
B. Stop-or-go sampling.
C. Variables sampling.
D. Random-number sampling.
55. W hich of the  following courses of action 
would an auditor most likely follow in planning a 
sample of cash disbursements if the auditor is 
aware of several unusually large cash disburse­
ments?
A. Set the tolerable rate  of deviation at a 
lower level than originally planned.
B. Stratify the cash disbursements popula­
tion so th a t  the unusually  large d is­
bursements are selected.
C. Increase the sample size to reduce the 
effect of the unusually large disburse­
ments.
D. Continue to draw new samples until all 
th e  u n u su a lly  la rge  d isb u rsem en ts  
appear in the sample.
56. Which of the following sample planning fac­
tors would influence the sample size for a sub­
stantive test of details for a specific account?
Expected Measure of
amount of tolerable
misstatements misstatement
A. No No
B. Yes Yes
C. No Yes
D. Yes No
57. In  ev a lu a tin g  the  reaso n ab len ess  of an 
accounting estim ate , an aud ito r most likely 
would concentrate on key factors and assump­
tions that are
A. Consistent with prior periods.
B. Similar to industry guidelines.
C. Objective and no t susceptible to bias.
D. Deviations from historical patterns.
58. A c lien t m a in ta in s  p e rp e tu a l inven tory  
records in both quantities and dollars. If the 
assessed level of control risk is high, an auditor 
would probably
A. Increase the extent of tests of controls of 
the inventory cycle.
B. Request the client to schedule the physi­
cal inventory count at the end of the year.
C. Insist th a t the client perform physical 
counts of inventory items several times 
during the year.
D. Apply gross profit tests to ascertain the 
reasonableness of the physical counts.
59. In auditing payroll, an auditor most likely 
would
A. Verify that checks representing unclaimed 
wages are mailed.
B. Trace individual employee deductions to 
entity journal entries.
C. Observe entity employees during a pay­
roll distribution.
D. Compare payroll costs with entity stan­
dards or budgets.
60. In auditing  long-term  bonds payable, an 
auditor most likely would
A. Perform analytical procedures on the 
bond premium and discount accounts.
B. Examine documentation of assets pur­
chased with bond proceeds for liens.
C. Compare interest expense with the bond 
payable amount for reasonableness.
D. Confirm the existence of individual bond­
holders at year end.
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61. In performing tests concerning the granting 
of stock options, an auditor should
A. Confirm  th e  tra n sa c tio n  w ith  the  
Secretary of State in the state of incorpo­
ration.
B. Verify the existence of option holders in 
th e  e n tity 's  payroll records or stock 
ledgers.
C. Determine that sufficient treasury stock 
is av ailab le  to cover any new stock 
issued.
D. Trace the authorization for the transac­
tion to a vote of the board of directors.
62. An auditor analyzes repairs  and m ain te­
nance accounts primarily to obtain evidence in 
support of the audit assertion that all
A. N oncap ita lizab le  ex p en d itu res  for 
re p a irs  and m ain tenance  have been 
recorded in the proper period.
B. Expenditures for property and equip­
ment have been recorded in the proper 
period.
C. N oncap ita lizab le  ex p en d itu res  for 
re p a irs  and m ain tenance  have been 
properly charged to expense.
D. Expenditures for property and equip­
ment have not been charged to expense.
63. Before applying substan tive te s ts  to the 
details of asset accounts at an interim date, an 
auditor should assess
A. C ontrol r isk  a t below th e  m axim um  
level.
B. Inherent risk at the maximum level.
C. The difficulty in controlling the incre­
mental audit risk.
D. M ateriality for the accounts tested  as 
insignificant.
64. "There are no violations or possible violations 
of laws or regulations whose effects should be 
considered for disclosure in the financial state­
ments or as a basis for recording a loss contin­
gency." The foregoing passage most likely is from 
a(an)
A. Client engagement letter.
B. Report on compliance w ith laws and 
regulations.
C. Management representation letter.
D. Attestation report on an internal control 
structure.
65. Which of the following statements is correct 
about the auditor's use of the work of a specialist?
A. The specialist should not have an under­
standing of the auditor's corroborative 
use of the specialist's findings.
B. The auditor is required to perform sub­
stantive procedures to verify the special­
ist's assumptions and findings.
C. The client should n ot have an under­
standing of the nature of the work to be 
performed by the specialist.
D. The aud ito r should obtain an u n d er­
standing of the methods and assum p­
tions used by the specialist.
66. The prim ary  reason an aud ito r requests  
letters of inquiry be sent to a client's attorneys is 
to provide the auditor with
A. The probable outcome of asserted claims 
and pending or threatened litigation.
B. Corroboration of the inform ation fu r­
nished by management about litigation, 
claims, and assessments.
C. The attorneys' opinions of the client's 
historical experiences in recent similar 
litigation.
D. A descrip tion and evaluation  of l i t i­
gation, claims, and assessm ents th a t 
existed at the balance sheet date.
67. An auditor issued an audit report that was 
dual dated for a subsequent event occurring after 
the completion of field work but before issuance 
of the auditor's report. The auditor's respon­
sibility for events occurring subsequent to the 
completion of field work was
A. Limited to include only events occurring 
up to the date of the last subsequent 
event referenced.
B. Limited to the specific event referenced.
C. Extended to subsequent events occurring 
th ro u g h  th e  da te  of issuance  of the  
report.
D. Extended to include all events occurring 
since the completion of field work.
68. In assessing the competence and objectivity 
of an entity's internal auditor, an independent 
auditor least likely would consider information 
obtained from
A. Discussions with management person­
nel.
B. External quality reviews of the internal 
auditor's activities.
C. Previous experience with the in ternal 
auditor.
D. The results of analytical procedures.
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69. After determining that a related party trans­
action has, in fact, occurred, an auditor should
A. Add a separate paragraph to the audi­
to r 's  s tan d a rd  rep o rt to explain  th e  
transaction.
B. Perform analytical procedures to verify 
whether similar transactions occurred, 
but were not recorded.
C. Obtain an understanding of the business 
purpose of the transaction.
D. Substantiate th a t the transaction was 
consummated on terms equivalent to an 
arm's-length transaction.
70. Which of the following com puter-assisted 
auditing techniques allows fictitious and real 
transactions to be processed together w ithout 
client operating personnel being aware of the 
testing process?
A. Integrated test facility.
B. Input controls matrix.
C. Parallel simulation.
D. Data entry monitor.
71. Which of the following conditions or events 
most likely would cause an auditor to have sub­
stantial doubt about an entity's ability to con­
tinue as a going concern?
A. Cash flows from operating activities are 
negative.
B. Research and development projects are 
postponed.
C. Significant related party  transactions 
are pervasive.
D. Stock dividends replace annual cash 
dividends.
72. An auditor ordinarily uses a working trial 
balance resem bling the financial s ta tem en ts 
without footnotes, but containing columns for
A. Cash flow increases and decreases.
B. Audit objectives and assertions.
C. Reclassifications and adjustments.
D. Reconciliations and tickmarks.
73. Which of the following factors would lea st 
likely affect the quantity and content of an audi­
tor's working papers?
A. The condition of the client's records.
B. The assessed level of control risk.
C. The nature of the auditor's report.
D. The content of the representation letter.
74. Which of the following procedures would an 
acco u n tan t le a s t  like ly  perform  d u rin g  an 
engagement to review the financial statements of 
a nonpublic entity?
A. Observing the safeguards over access to 
and use of assets and records.
B. Comparing the financial statements with 
anticipated results in budgets and fore­
casts.
C. Inquiring of management about actions 
taken at the board of directors' meetings.
D. Studying the relationships of financial 
statement elements expected to conform 
to predictable patterns.
75. Which of the following procedures should an 
accountant perform during an engagem ent to 
review the financial statem ents of a nonpublic 
entity?
A. Communicating reportable conditions 
discovered during the assessment of con­
trol risk.
B. Obtaining a client representation letter 
from members of management.
C. Sending hank confirmation letters to the 
entity's financial institutions.
D. Examining cash disbursem ents in the 
subsequent period for unrecorded liabili­
ties.
76. When an independent CPA is associated with 
the financial statements of a publicly held entity 
but has not audited or reviewed such statements, 
the appropriate form of report to be issued must 
include a(an)
A. Regulation S-X exemption.
B. Report on pro form a financial s ta te ­
ments.
C. Unaudited association report.
D. Disclaimer of opinion.
77. Before reissuing the prior year's auditor's 
report on the financial statem ents of a former 
client, the predecessor auditor should obtain a 
letter of representations from the
A. Former client's management.
B. Former client's attorney.
C. Former client's board of directors.
D. Successor auditor.
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78. An accountant who had begun an audit of the 
financial statem ents of a nonpublic entity was 
asked to change the engagem ent to a review 
because of a restriction on the scope of the audit. 
If there is reasonable justification for the change, 
the accountant's review report should include ref­
erence to the
Scope limitation 
that caused the 
changed engagement
A. Yes
B. No
C. No
D. Yes
Original 
engagement 
that was agreed to
No
Yes
No
Yes
79. Gole, CPA, is engaged to review the 1994 
financial statem ents of North Co., a nonpublic 
entity. Previously, Gole audited N orth 's 1993 
financial statements and expressed an unquali­
fied opinion. Gole decides to include a separate 
paragraph in the 1994 review report because 
North plans to p resent comparative financial 
statem ents for 1994 and 1993. This separate  
paragraph should indicate that
A. The 1994 review report is intended solely 
for the information of management and 
the board of directors.
B. The 1993 auditor's report may no longer 
be relied on.
C. No auditing procedures were performed 
a fte r  the  d a te  of th e  1993 au d ito r 's  
report.
D. There are justifiable reasons for chang­
ing the level of service from an audit to a 
review.
80. Which of the following statements should be 
included in an accountant's  s tan d ard  report 
based on the compilation of a nonpublic entity's 
financial statements?
A. A com pilation consists principally  of 
inquiries of company personnel and ana­
lytical procedures applied to financial 
data.
B. A compilation is limited to presenting in 
the form of financial statements informa­
tion tha t is the representation of man­
agement.
C. A compilation is n o t designed to detect 
m aterial modifications th a t should be 
made to the financial statements.
D. A compilation is substantially  less in 
scope than an audit in accordance with 
generally accepted auditing standards.
81. Miller, CPA, is engaged to compile the finan­
cial statements of Web Co., a nonpublic entity, in 
conformity with the income tax basis of account­
ing. If Web's financial statements do not disclose 
the basis of accounting used, Miller should
A. Disclose the basis of accounting in the 
accountant's compilation report.
B. Clearly label each page "D istribution 
R es tric ted —M ate ria l M odifications 
Required."
C. Issue a special report describing the 
effect of the incomplete presentation.
D. Withdraw from the engagement and pro­
vide no further services to Web.
82. When an accountant is engaged to compile a 
nonpublic entity's financial statements that omit 
substantially all disclosures required by GAAP, 
the accountant should indicate in the compilation 
report that the financial statements are
A. Not designed for those who are un in ­
formed about the omitted disclosures.
B. Prepared in conformity with a compre­
hensive basis of accounting other than 
GAAP.
C. Not com piled in  accordance w ith  
Statements on Standards for Accounting 
and Review Services.
D. Special-purpose financial sta tem en ts  
that are not comparable to those of prior 
periods.
83. An accountant's  com pilation repo rt on a 
financial forecast should include a statement that
A. The forecast should be read only in con­
ju n c tio n  w ith  the  aud ited  h is to rica l 
financial statements.
B. The accountant expresses only limited 
assurance on the forecasted statements 
and their assumptions.
C. There w ill u su a lly  be d ifferences 
betw een th e  fo recasted  and  ac tu a l 
results.
D. The hypothetical assumptions used in 
the forecast are reasonable in the cir­
cumstances.
84. Which of the following matters is an auditor 
required to communicate to an entity's audit com­
mittee?
A. The basis for assessing control risk below 
the maximum.
B. The process used by management in for­
mulating sensitive accounting estimates.
C. The aud ito r's  p relim inary  judgm ents 
about materiality levels.
D. The justification for performing substan­
tive procedures at interim dates.
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85. Wolf is auditing an entity's compliance with 
requirements governing a major federal financial 
assistance program in accordance with Govern­
ment Auditing Standards. Wolf detected noncom­
pliance with requirements tha t have a material 
effect on the program. Wolf's report on compli­
ance should express
A. No assurance on the compliance tests.
B. Reasonable assurance on the compliance 
tests.
C. A qualified or adverse opinion.
D. An adverse or disclaimer of opinion.
86. An auditor concludes that there is a material 
inconsistency in  the o ther inform ation in an 
annual report to shareholders containing audited 
financial statem ents. If the auditor concludes 
that the financial statements do n o t require revi­
sion, hut the client refuses to revise or eliminate 
the material inconsistency, the auditor may
A. Revise the auditor's report to include a 
separate explanatory paragraph describ­
ing the material inconsistency.
B. Issue an "except for" qualified opinion 
a fte r discussing the  m a tte r w ith  the 
client's board of directors.
C. Consider the  m atte r closed since the 
other information is n o t in the audited 
financial statements.
D. Disclaim  an opinion on the financial 
statements after explaining the material 
inconsistency in a separate explanatory 
paragraph.
88. Before reporting on the financial statements 
of a U.S. entity that have been prepared in con­
form ity  w ith  an o th e r co u n try 's  accounting  
principles, an aud ito r p racticing  in the  U.S. 
should
A. U nderstand the accounting principles 
generally accepted in the other country.
B. Be certified by the appropriate auditing 
or accountancy board of the other country.
C. Notify management th a t the auditor is 
required to disclaim an opinion on the 
financial statements.
D. Receive a waiver from the auditor's state 
board of accountancy to perform  the  
engagement.
89. Subsequent to the issuance of an auditor's 
report, the auditor became aware of facts existing 
at the report date th a t would have affected the 
report had the auditor then been aware of such 
facts. After determining tha t the information is 
reliable, the auditor should next
A. Determine w hether there are persons 
relying or likely to rely on the financial 
statements who would attach importance 
to the information.
B. Request th a t management disclose the 
newly discovered information by issuing 
revised financial statements.
C. Issue revised pro forma financial state­
m ents tak in g  into consideration  the  
newly discovered information.
D. Give public notice that the auditor is no 
longer associated with financial sta te ­
ments.
87. In the standard report on condensed finan­
cial statem ents th a t are derived from a public 
en tity 's  audited  financial sta tem en ts, a CPA 
should indicate that the
A. Condensed financial statements are pre­
pared in conformity with another com­
prehensive basis of accounting.
B. CPA has audited and expressed an opin­
ion on the complete financial statements.
C. Condensed financial statements are no t 
fairly presented in all material respects.
D. CPA expresses lim ited assurance th a t 
the financial statem ents conform with 
GAAP.
90. An auditor was engaged to conduct a per­
form ance au d it of a governm ental en tity  in 
accordance with Government Auditing Standards. 
These standards do n o t require, as part of this 
auditor's report
A. A statement of the audit objectives and a 
description of the audit scope.
B. Indications or instances of illegal acts 
that could result in criminal prosecution 
discovered during the audit.
C. The p e r tin e n t views of th e  e n tity 's  
responsible officials concerning the audi­
tor's findings.
D. A concurrent opinion on the financial 
statements taken as a whole.
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N um ber 2 (E stim ated  tim e—15 to  25 m inutes)
In stru c tio n s
Q uestion  N um ber 2 consists of 8 items. Select the b e st answers for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to 
blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er a ll 
item s. Your grade will be based on the total number of correct answers.
R equired:
Item s 91 th ro u g h  98 present various independent factual situations an auditor might encounter in 
conducting an audit. List A represents the types of opinions the auditor ordinarily would issue and List B 
represents the report modifications (if any) tha t would be necessary. For each situation, select one 
response from List A and one from List B and blacken the corresponding ovals on the Objective Answer 
Sheet. Select as the b est answers for each item, the action the auditor normally would take. The types of 
opinions in List A and the report modifications in List B may be selected once, more than once, or not at 
all.
Assume:
• The auditor is independent.
• The auditor previously expressed an unqualified opinion on the prior year's financial statements.
• Only single-year (not comparative) statements are presented for the current year.
• The conditions for an unqualified opinion exist unless contradicted by the facts.
• The conditions stated in the factual situations are material.
• No report modifications are to be made except in response to the factual situation.
Examination Questions — November 1994
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91. An auditor hires an actuary to assist in corroborating a client's complex pension calculations con­
cerning accrued pension liabilities that account for 35% of the client's total liabilities. The actuary's find­
ings are reasonably close to the client's calculations and support the financial statements.
92. A client holds a note receivable consisting of principal and accrued interest payable in 1998. The 
note's maker recently filed a voluntary bankruptcy petition, but the client failed to reduce the recorded 
value of the note to its net realizable value, which is approximately 20% of the recorded amount.
93. An auditor is engaged to audit a client's financial statements after the annual physical inventory 
count. The accounting records are not sufficiently reliable to enable the auditor to become satisfied as to 
the year-end inventory balances.
94. Big City is required by GASB to present supplementary information outside the basic financial 
statements concerning the disclosure of pension information. Big City's auditor determines that the sup­
plementary information, which is n o t required to be part of the basic financial statements, is omitted.
95. A client's financial statements do not disclose certain long-term lease obligations. The auditor deter­
mines that the omitted disclosures are required by FASB.
96. A principal auditor decides not to take responsibility for the work of another CPA who audited a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of the principal auditor's client. The total assets and revenues of the subsidiary 
represent 27% and 28%, respectively, of the related consolidated totals.
97. A client changes its method of accounting for the cost of inventories from FIFO to LIFO. The auditor 
concurs with the change although it has a material effect on the comparability of the financial state­
ments.
98. Due to losses and adverse key financial ratios, an auditor has substantial doubt about a client's abil­
ity to continue as a going concern for a reasonable period of time. The client has adequately disclosed its 
financial difficulties in a note to its financial statements, which do n o t include any adjustments that 
might result from the outcome of this uncertainty.
Number 2 (continued)
L ist A List B
Types of O pinions R eport M odifications
A. Either an "except for" qualified opin­
ion or an adverse opinion
B. Either a disclaimer of opinion or an 
"except for" qualified opinion
C. Either an adverse opinion or a dis­
claimer of opinion
D. An "except for" qualified opinion
E. An unqualified opinion
F. An adverse opinion
G. A disclaimer of opinion
H. Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para­
graph without modifying  the three standard  p a ra ­
graphs.
I. Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para­
graph and modify the opinion paragraph.
J. Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para­
graph and modify the scope and opinion paragraphs.
K. Describe the circumstances in an explanatory para­
graph and modify the introductory, scope, and opinion 
paragraphs.
L. Describe the circumstances within the scope paragraph 
without adding an explanatory  paragraph.
M. Describe the circumstances within the opinion para­
graph without adding an explanatory paragraph.
N. Describe the circumstances within the scope and opinion 
paragraphs without adding an explanatory paragraph.
O. Describe the circumstances within the introductory, 
scope, and opinion  paragraphs w ithout adding an 
explanatory paragraph.
P. Issue the standard auditor's report without modification.
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Number 3 (Estim ated tim e—15 to 25 m inutes)
Instructions
Q uestion Number 3 consists of 6 items. Select the best answers for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to 
blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er a ll 
item s. Your grade will be based on the total number of correct answers.
Required:
Item s 99 through 104 represent the items that an auditor ordinarily would find on a client-pre­
pared bank reconciliation. The accompanying L ist of A uditing Procedures represents substantive 
auditing procedures. For each item, select one or more procedures, as indicated, tha t the auditor most 
likely would perform to gather evidence in support of that item. The procedures on the L ist may be 
selected once, more than once, or not at all.
Assume:
• The client prepared the bank reconciliation on 10/2/94.
• The bank reconciliation is mathematically accurate.
• The auditor received a cutoff bank statement dated 10/7/94 directly from the bank on 10/11/94.
• The 9/30/94 deposit in transit, outstanding checks #1281, #1285, #1289, and #1292, and the correction 
of the error regarding check #1282 appeared on the cutoff bank statement.
• The auditor assessed control risk concerning the financial statement assertions related to cash at the 
maximum.
General Company 
Bank R econciliation  
1st N ational Bank of U.S. Bank Account
September 30, 1994
Examination Questions — November 1994
99. Select 2 Procedures 
100. Select 5 Procedures
101. Select 5 Procedures -
Balance per bank
Deposits in transit
9/29/94 $4,500
9/30/94 1,525
Outstanding checks
# 988 8/31/94 2,200
#1281 9/26/94 675
#1285 9/27/94 850
#1289 9/29/94 2,500
#1292 9/30/94 7,225
102. Select 1 Procedure -  Customer note collected by bank
103. Select 2 Procedures -  Error: Check #1282, written on 9/26/94
for $270 was erroneously charged by bank 
as $720; bank was notified on 10/2/94
104. Select 1 Procedure -  Balance per books
$28,375
6,025
34,400
(13,450)
20,950
(3,000)
450
$18,400
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L ist of A uditing  P ro ced u res
A. Trace to cash receipts journal.
B. Trace to cash disbursements journal.
C. Compare to 9/30/94 general ledger.
D. Confirm directly with hank.
E. Inspect bank credit memo.
F. Inspect bank debit memo.
G. Ascertain reason for unusual delay.
H. Inspect supporting documents for reconciling 
item n o t appearing on cutoff statement.
I. Trace items on the bank reconciliation to cut­
off statement.
J. Trace items on the cutoff statement to hank 
reconciliation.
Number 3 (continued)
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N um ber 4 (Estim ated tim e—25 to  35 m inutes)
Analytical procedures are an important part of 
the audit process and consist of evaluations of 
financial information made by the study of plau­
sible relationships among both financial and non- 
financial data. Analytical procedures are used to 
assist in planning other auditing procedures, as 
substantive tests in obtaining evidential matter, 
and as an overall review of the financial informa­
tion.
R equired:
a. Describe the objectives and the charac­
teristics of analytical procedures used in planning 
an audit.
b. Describe the factors th a t influence an 
auditor’s decision to select analytical procedures 
as substantive tests, including the factors tha t 
affect their effectiveness and efficiency.
c. Describe an auditor's objectives in apply­
ing analytical procedures in the overall review 
stage of an audit and which analytical procedures 
generally would be included in the overall review 
stage.
N um ber 5 (Estim ated tim e—25 to 35 m inutes)
An auditor's working papers include the nar­
rative description below of the cash receipts and 
billing portions of the internal control structure of 
Rural Building Supplies, Inc. Rural is a single­
store retailer that sells a variety of tools, garden 
supplies, lumber, small appliances, and electrical 
fixtures to the public, although about ha lf of 
Rural's sales are to construction contractors on 
account. Rural employs 12 salaried sales associ­
ates, a credit manager, three full-time clerical 
workers, and several part-tim e cash reg ister 
clerks and assistant bookkeepers. The full-time 
clerical w orkers perform  such ta sk s  as cash 
receipts, billing, and accounting and are ade­
quately bonded. They are referred to in the narra­
tive as "accounts receivable supervisor," "cashier," 
and "bookkeeper."
NARRATIVE
R etail custom ers pay for m erchandise by 
cash or credit card at cash registers when mer­
chandise is purchased. A contractor may pur­
chase merchandise on account if approved by the 
credit m anager based only on the m anager’s 
familiarity with the contractor's reputation. After 
credit is approved, the sales associate files a 
prenum bered charge form w ith the  accounts 
receivable (A/R) supervisor to set up the receiv­
able.
The A/R supervisor independently verifies 
the pricing and other details on the charge form 
by reference to a management-authorized price 
list, corrects any errors, prepares the invoice, and 
supervises a part-time employee who mails the 
invoice to the contractor. The A/R supervisor elec­
tronically posts the details of the invoice in the 
A/R su b sid ia ry  ledger; s im ultaneously , th e  
transaction's details are transmitted to the book­
keeper. The A/R superv isor also p rep a res  a 
m onthly com puter-generated A/R subsid iary  
ledger without a reconciliation with the A/R con­
trol account and a monthly report of overdue 
accounts.
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The cash receipts functions are performed by 
the cashier who also supervises the cash register 
clerks. The cashier opens the mail, compares each 
check w ith  th e  enclosed rem ittan ce  advice, 
stamps each check "for deposit only," and lists 
checks for deposit. The cashier then gives the 
remittance advices to the bookkeeper for record­
ing. The cashier deposits the checks daily sepa­
ra te  from the  daily  deposit of cash reg is te r 
receipts. The cashier retains the verified deposit 
slips to assist in reconciling the monthly bank 
statem ents, bu t forwards to the bookkeeper a 
copy of the daily cash reg ister summary. The 
cashier does not have access to the journals or 
ledgers.
The bookkeeper receives the details of trans­
actions from the A/R supervisor and the cashier 
for journalizing and posting to the general ledger. 
After recording the remittance advices received 
from the cashier, the bookkeeper electronically 
transmits the remittance information to the A/R 
supervisor for subsidiary ledger updating. The 
bookkeeper sends monthly statements to contrac­
tors with unpaid balances upon receipt of the 
monthly report of overdue balances from the A/R 
supervisor. The bookkeeper authorizes the A/R 
supervisor to write off accounts as uncollectible 
when six months have passed since the initial 
overdue notice was sent. At this time, the credit 
m anager is notified by the bookkeeper not to 
grant additional credit to that contractor.
Number 5 (continued) R equired:
Based only on the information in the narra­
tive, describe the internal control weaknesses in 
Rural's internal control structure concerning the 
cash receipts and billing functions. Organize the 
weaknesses by employee job function: C redit 
manager, A/R supervisor, Cashier, and Book­
keeper. Do n o t describe how to correct the weak­
nesses.
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The point values for each question, and estimated time 
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2. All questions should be answered on the Objective 
Answer Sheet, which is pages 27 and 28 of your 
Examination Question and Answer Booklet. You 
should attem pt to answer all objective items. 
There is no penalty for incorrect reaponses. Work 
space to solve the objective questions is provided 
in this Examination Question and Answe r Booklet 
on pages 5 through 24. Since the objective items 
are computer-graded, your comments and calcula­
tions associated with them are not considered. Be 
certain that you have entered your answers on 
the Objective Answer Sheet before the examina­
tion time is up. Your examination will not be 
graded if you fail to record your answers on the 
Objective Answer Sheet. You will not be given 
additional time to record your answers.
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w here indicated  on pages 1 and 28 of the  
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Unless otherwise instructed, if you want your 
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6. To turn the calculator on press C A  . Display will read “0”. The calculator automatically turns itself off 
approximately 8 minutes after the last entry. All data in the calculator will be lost once the calculator is 
off. We recommend that when you press = , you press  C A    before beginning a new calculation. The 
basic key descriptions are as follows:
On and  Clear — Clears the calculator of all entries, including entries in memory, once calculator is on. 
C lear Calculation — Clears the Display.
...   9  Num ericals — Inputs that number.
Decimal — Indicates that all numbers to follow are decimals.
Change sign — Changes plus (minus) to minus (plus).
&   -  Add & S u b trac t — Adds the next number entered to, or subtracts the next number 
entered from, the displayed number.
&  ÷   M ultiply & Divide — Multiplies or divides the displayed number by the next number 
entered.
Equal — Displays the results of all previously entered operations.
Square Root — Calculates the square root of the displayed number. It is unlikely that you will 
need to use this key during the exam.
Percen tage — Converts the displayed number to a percentage (i.e., divides it by 100) and com­
pletes all previously entered operations. It is unlikely that you will need to use this key during the 
exam.
M emory Add — Adds the displayed number to the balance in memory.
Memory S ubtract — Subtracts the displayed number from the balance in memory.
Recall M emory — Pressed once, displays the balance in memory. Pressed twice in a row, elimi­
nates the balance in memory but not the displayed number.
CA
C .C E
0
 .
+ /-
+
x
=
 
%
M +
M-
If your calculator does not work or malfunctions, a replacement calculator will be available from the proctor.
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Number 1 (Estimated time—120 to 130 minutes) 
Instructions
Select the best answer for each of the following 
items. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appro­
priate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to 
indicate your answers. Mark only one answ er 
for each item . A nsw er a ll item s. Your grade 
will be based on the to ta l num ber of correct 
answers.
Item s 1 through 30 are in  the area of account­
in g  for  g o v ern m en ta l and  n o t-fo r -p ro fit 
organizations.
1. The governmental fund measurement focus 
is on the determination of
Flow of
Financial financial
Income position resources
A. Yes Yes Yes
B. No Yes No
C. No Yes Yes
D. Yes No Yes
2. Which one of the following statements is cor­
rect regarding comparability of governmental 
financial reports?
A. Comparability is not relevant in govern­
mental financial reporting.
B. Similarly designated governments per­
form the same functions.
C. Selection of d ifferent a lte rn ativ es  in 
accoun ting  p rocedures or p rac tices  
account for th e  differences betw een 
financial reports.
D. Differences between financial reports 
should be due to substantive differences 
in underlying transactions or the govern­
mental structure.
3. The orientation of accounting and reporting 
for all proprietary funds of governmental units is
A. Income determination.
B. Project.
C. Flow of funds.
D. Program.
4. On w hat accoun ting  b asis  does GASB 
recommend tha t governmental fund budgets be 
prepared?
A. Cash.
B. Modified cash.
C. Accrual.
D. Modified accrual.
5. If a primary government's general fund has 
an equity in te rest in a jo in t venture, all or a 
portion of this equity interest should be reported 
in the
A. General fixed assets account group.
B. Trust fund.
C. Agency fund.
D. Internal service fund.
6. Which of the following statements is correct 
concerning disclosure of reverse repurchase and 
fixed coupon reverse repurchase agreements?
A. Related assets and liabilities should be 
netted.
B. Related interest cost and interest earned 
should be netted.
C. Credit risk  related to the agreem ents 
need n o t be disclosed.
D. Underlying securities owned should be 
reported as "Investments."
7. Fixed assets of a governmental unit, other 
than those accounted for in proprietary funds or 
trust funds, should be accounted for in the
A. General fund.
B. Capital projects fund.
C. General long-term debt account group.
D. General fixed assets account group.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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8. I t is inappropriate to record depreciation 
expense in a(an)
A. Enterprise fund.
B. Internal service fund.
C. Nonexpendable trust fund.
D. Capital projects fund.
9. When a snowplow purchased by a govern­
mental unit is received, it should be recorded in 
the general fund as a(an)
A. Encumbrance.
B. Expenditure.
C. Fixed Asset.
D. Appropriation.
10. When a capital lease of a governmental unit 
rep resen ts  the acquisition of a general fixed 
asset, the acquisition should he reflected as
A. An expend itu re  b u t n o t  as an o ther 
financing source.
B. An other financing source but n o t as an 
expenditure.
C. B oth an  ex p en d itu re  and  an o th er 
financing source.
D. N either an expenditure nor an other 
financing source.
11. For which of the following funds do operating 
transfers affect the results of operations?
12. The debt service fund of a governmental unit 
is u sed  to account for th e  accum ulation  of 
resources for, and the payment of, principal and 
interest in connection with a
Trust fund Proprietary fund
A. No No
B. No Yes
C. Yes Yes
D. Yes No
13. The portion  of special a ssessm en t deb t 
m aturing in 5 years, to be repaid from general 
resources of the government, should be reported
in the
A. General fund.
B. General long-term debt account group.
C. Agency fund.
D. Capital projects fund.
14. A m ajor exception to the  general ru le  of 
expenditu re  accrual for governm ental u n its
relates to unmatured
Principal of general Interest on general
long-term debt long-term debt
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
B.
Governmental Proprietary C.
funds funds
A. No No D.
B. No Yes
C. Yes Yes
D. Yes No
15. Expenditures of a governm ental u n it for 
insurance extending over more than one account­
ing period
A. Must be accounted for as expenditures of 
the period of acquisition.
Must be accounted for as expenditures of 
the periods subsequent to acquisition. 
M ust be allocated between or among 
accounting periods.
May be allocated  betw een or am ong 
accounting periods or may be accounted 
for as ex p en d itu res  of th e  period of 
acquisition.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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16. During the year, a city’s electric utility, which 
is operated  as an en te rp rise  fund, rendered  
billings for electricity supplied to the general 
fund. Which of the following accounts should be 
debited by the general fund?
A. Appropriations.
B. Expenditures.
C. Due to electric utility enterprise fund.
D. Other financing uses-operating transfers 
out.
19. Which of the following transactions is an 
expenditure of a governm ental u n it’s general 
fund?
A. Contribution of enterprise fund capital 
by the general fund.
B. Transfer from the general fund to a capi­
tal projects fund.
C. Operating subsidy transfer from the gen­
eral fund to an enterprise fund.
D. Routine employer contributions from the 
general fund to a pension trust fund.
17. In which situation(s) should property taxes 
due to a governm ental u n it  be recorded  as 
deferred revenue?
I. Property taxes receivable are recognized in 
advance of the year for which they are levied.
II. Property taxes receivable are collected in 
advance of the year in which they are levied.
A. I only.
B. Both I and II.
C. II only.
D. Neither I nor II.
18. In 1994, New City issued purchase orders 
and contracts of $860,000 tha t were chargeable 
a g a in s t 1994 budgeted  ap p ro p ria tio n s  of 
$1,000,000. The jo u rn a l en try  to record the  
issuance of the purchase orders and contracts 
should include a
A. Credit to vouchers payable of $1,000,000.
B. Credit to reserve for encumbrances of 
$850,000.
C. Debit to expenditures of $1,000,000.
D. Debit to appropriations of $850,000.
20. Operating transfers received by a governmen­
tal-type fund should be reported in the Statement 
of Revenues, Expenditures, and Changes in Fund 
Balance as a(an)
A. Addition to contributed capital.
B. Addition to retained earnings.
C. Other financing source.
D. Reimbursement.
21. The following transactions were among those 
reported by Corfe City’s electric utility enterprise 
fund for 1993;
Capital contributed by subdividers $ 900,000 
Cash received from customer
households 2,700,000
Proceeds from sale of revenue bonds 4,500,000
In the electric utility enterprise fund's statement of 
cash flows for the year ended December 31, 1993, 
what amount should be reported as cash flows 
from capital and related financing activities?
A. $4,500,000
B. $5,400,000
C. $7,200,000
D. $8,100,000
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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22. A state government had the following activi­
ties:
I. State-operated lottery $10,000,000
II. State-operated hospital 3,000,000
Which of the above activities should be accounted 
for in an enterprise fund?
A. Neither I nor II
B. I only.
C. II only.
D. Both I and II.
26. Cancer Educators, a not-for-profit organiza­
tion, incurred costs of $10,000 when it combined 
program functions with fund raising functions. 
Which of the following cost allocations m ight 
Cancer report in its statement of activities?
Program Fund General
services raising services
A. $0 $0 $10,000
B. $0 $6,000 $ 4,000
C. $ 6,000 $4,000 $0
D. $10,000 $0 $0
23. Deferred compensation plans, for other than 
proprietary fund employees, adopted under IRC 
Sec. 457 should be reported in a(an)
A. Go vernmental fund.
B. Agency fund.
C. Trust fund.
D. Account group.
24. In which of the following funds should the 
debt service transactions of a special assessment 
issue for which the government is not obligated 
in any manner be reported?
A. Agency fund.
B. Trust fund.
C. Internal service fund.
D. General fund.
27. Lea M editators, a not-for-profit religious 
organization, elected early  adoption of FASB 
Statement No. 116, Accounting for Contributions 
Received and Contributions Made. A storm broke 
glass windows in Lea's building. A member of 
Lea 's congregation , a p ro fessional g lazier, 
replaced the windows a t no charge. In  Lea's 
statement of activities, the breakage and replace­
ment of the windows should
A. Not be reported.
B. Be reported by note disclosure only.
C. Be rep o rted  as an in c rease  in  both  
expenses and contributions.
D. Be reported as an increase in both net 
assets and contributions.
28. Which of the following normally would be 
included in other operating revenues of a hospital?
25. Which type of fund can be either nonexpend­
able or expendable?
A. Trust fund.
B. Special revenue fund.
C. Enterprise fund.
D. Debt service fund.
Revenues from 
educational Unrestricted
programs gifts
A. No No
B. No Yes
C. Yes No
D. Yes Yes
M U L T IP L E -C H O IC E  W O R K  S P A C E — T h is  inform ation will n o t  be g rad ed . O nly an sw ers  recorded on th e  O b jective  A n sw er S h e e t will be g raded .
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29. In  a s ta tem en t of support, revenue, and 
expenses and changes in fund balances of the 
People's Environmental Protection Association, a 
voluntary community organization, depreciation 
expense should
A. Not be included.
B. Be included as an element of support.
C. Be inc luded  as an  e lem en t of o th e r 
changes in fund balances.
D. Be included as an element of expense.
30. FASB Statem ent No. 117, Financial State­
ments o f Not-for-Profit Organizations, focuses on
A. Basic information for the organization as 
a whole.
Standardization of funds nomenclature. 
In h eren t differences of not-for-profit 
organizations that impact reporting pre­
sentations.
Distinctions between current fund and 
non-current fund presentations.
B.
C.
D.
32. For the year ended December 31, 1993, Kelly 
Corp. had net income per books of $300,000 
before the provision for Federal income taxes. 
Included in the net income were the following 
items:
Dividend income from an unaffiliated 
domestic taxable corporation (taxable 
income limitation does not apply and 
there is no portfolio indebtedness) $50,000
Bad debt expense (represents the 
increase in the allowance for doubtful 
accounts) 80,000
Assuming no bad debt was w ritten off, what is 
K elly 's tax ab le  income for th e  y ear ended 
December 31, 1993?
A. $250,000
B. $330,000
C. $345,000
D. $380,000
Item s 31 through 60 are in  the areas of fed­
eral taxation. The answ ers should be based  
on th e  In te r n a l R ev en u e C ode an d  Tax 
R egulations in  effect for the tax period spec­
ified  in  th e item . If no tax period is  sp eci­
fied, use the current Internal R evenue Code 
and Tax R egulations.
31. Banks Corp., a calendar year corporation, 
reimburses employees for properly substantiated 
qualifying business meal expenses. The employ­
ees are present at the meals, which are neither 
lavish nor extravagant, and the reimbursement is 
not treated as wages subject to withholdings. For 
1994, what percentage of the meal expense may 
Banks deduct?
A. 0%
B. 50%
C. 80%
D. 100%
33. For the  y ear ended Decem ber 31, 1993, 
Taylor Corp. had a net operating loss of $200,000. 
Taxable income for the earlier years of corporate 
existence, computed without reference to the net 
operating loss, was as follows:
Taxable income
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
$ 5,000 
$10,000 
$20,000 
$30,000 
$40,000
If Taylor makes no special election to waive the 
net operating loss carryback, what amount of net 
operating loss will be available to Taylor for the 
year ended December 31, 1994?
A. $200,000
B. $110,000
C. $100,000
D. $ 95,000
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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34. On January 2, 1991, Bates Corp. purchased 
and placed into service 7-year MACRS tangible 
property costing $100,000. On December 31, 1993, 
Bates sold the property for $102,000, after having 
taken $47,525 in MACKS depreciation deduc­
tions. W hat am ount of the gain should Bates 
recapture as ordinary income?
A. $0
B. $ 2,000
C. $47,525
D. $49,525
35. Micro Corp., a calendar year, accrual basis 
corporation, purchased a 5-year, 8%, $100,000 
taxable corporate bond for $108,530, on July 1, 
1993, the date the bond was issued. The bond 
paid in te re s t sem iannually. Micro elected to 
amortize the bond premium. For Micro's 1993 tax 
return, the bond premium amortization for 1993 
should be
I. Computed under the constant yield to matu­
rity method.
II. Treated as an offset to the interest income on 
the bond.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
36. Axis Corp. is an accrual basis calendar year 
corporation. On December 13, 1993, the Board of 
Directors declared a two percent of profits bonus 
to all employees for services rendered during 
1993 and notified them in writing. None of the 
employees own stock in Axis. The amount repre­
sents reasonable compensation for services ren­
dered and was paid on March 13, 1994. Axis’ 
bonus expense may
A. Not be deducted on Axis' 1993 tax return 
because the per share employee amount 
can n o t be determined with reasonable 
accuracy at the time of the declaration of 
the bonus.
B. Be deducted on Axis' 1993 tax return.
C. Be deducted on Axis' 1994 tax return.
D. Not be deducted On Axis' tax  re tu rn  
because payment is a disguised dividend.
37. Tapper Corp., an accrual basis calendar year 
corporation, was organized on January 2, 1993. 
During 1993, revenue was exclusively fr om sales 
proceeds and interest income. The following infor­
mation pertains to Tapper:
Taxable income before charitable 
contributions for the year ended 
December 3 1 , 1993 $500,000
Tapper's matching contribution to 
employee-designated qualified 
universities made during 1993 10,000
Board of Directors' authorized 
contribution to a qualified charity 
(authorized December 1, 1993, 
made February 1 ,  1994) 30,000
What is the maximum allowable deduction that 
Tapper may take as a charitable contribution on 
its tax return for the year ended December 31, 
1993?
A. $0
B. $10,000
C. $30,000
D. $40,000
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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38. Which of the following costs are amortizable 
organizational expenditures?
A. Professional fees to issue the corporate 
stock.
B. Printing costs to issue the corporate stock.
C. Legal fees for d ra fting  the  corporate 
charter.
D. Commissions paid by the corporation to 
an underwriter.
39. How is the depreciation deduction of nonresi­
dential real property, placed in service in 1994, 
de te rm in ed  for re g u la r  tax  purposes u sin g  
MACRS?
A. Straight-line method over 40 years.
150% declining-balance method with a 
switch to the straight-line method over 
27.5 years.
150% declining-balance method with a 
switch to the straight-line method over 
39 years.
Straight-line method over 39 years.
B.
C.
D.
40. U nder th e  uniform  cap ita liz a tio n  ru le s  
applicable to property acquired for resale, which 
of the following costs should be capitalized with 
respect to inventory if no  exceptions are met?
Marketing
costs
Off-site 
storage costs
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No No
D. No Yes
41. Zinco Corp. was a calendar year S corpora­
tion. Zinco's S status terminated on April 1, 1993, 
when Case Corp. became a shareholder. During 
1993 (365-day calendar year), Zinco had nonsepa­
rately computed income of $310,250. If no elec­
tion was made by Zinco, w hat am ount of the 
income, if any, was allocated to the S short year 
for 1993?
A. $233,750
B. $155,125
C. $ 76,500
D. $0
42. Bristol Corp. was formed as a C corporation 
on January  1, 1980, and elected S corporation 
status on January 1, 1986. At the time of the elec­
tion, Bristol had accumulated C corporation earn­
ings and profits which have not been distributed. 
B ris to l h as had  th e  sam e 25 sh areh o ld e rs  
throughout its existence. In 1994 Bristol's S elec­
tion will terminate if it
A. Increases the number of shareholders to 35.
B. Adds a decedent's estate as a shareholder 
to the existing shareholders.
C. Takes a charitable contribution deduction.
D. Has passive investment income exceed­
ing 90% of gross receipts in each of the 
three consecutive years ending December 
31, 1993.
43. As of January 1, 1993, Kane owned all the 
100 issued shares of Manning Corp., a calendar 
year S corporation. On the 41st day of 1993, 
Kane sold 25 of the Manning shares to Rodgers. 
For the year ended December 31, 1993 (a 365-day 
calendar year), Manning had $73,000 in nonsepa­
rately stated income and made no distributions to 
its shareholders. What amount of nonseparately 
stated income from Manning should be reported 
on Kane's 1993 tax return?
A. $56,750
B. $54,750
C. $16,250
D. $0
44. On February 10, 1994, Ace Corp., a calendar 
year corporation, elected S corporation status and 
all shareholders consented to the election. There 
was no change in shareholders in 1994. Ace met 
all eligibility requirem ents for S status during 
the preelection portion of the year. What is the 
earliest date on which Ace can be recognized as 
an S corporation?
A. February 10, 1995.
B. February 10, 1994.
C. January 1, 1995.
D. January 1 ,  1994.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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45. Zero Corp. is an investment company autho­
rized to issue only common stock. During the last 
half of 1993, Edwards owned 450 of the 1,000 out­
standing shares of stock in Zero. Another 350 
shares of stock o u tstand ing  were owned, 10 
sh a res  each, by 35 sh areh o ld e rs  who are  
neither related to each other nor to Edwards. 
Zero could be a personal holding company if the 
rem aining 200 shares of common stock were 
owned by
A. An estate where Edwards is the benefi­
ciary.
B. Edwards' brother-in-law.
C. A partnership where Edwards is n o t a 
partner.
D. Edwards' cousin.
46. W ith regard  to consolidated tax  re tu rn s , 
which of the following statements is correct?
A. Operating losses of one group member 
may be used to offset operating profits of 
the other members included in the con­
solidated return.
B. Only corporations that issue their audited 
financial statem ents on a consolidated 
basis may file consolidated returns.
C. Of all intercompany dividends paid by 
the subsidiaries to the parent, 70% are 
excludible from taxable income on the 
consolidated return.
D. The common parent must directly own 
51% or more of the total voting power of 
all corporations included in the consoli­
dated return.
47. In the filing of a consolidated tax return for a 
corporation and its wholly owned subsidiaries, 
intercompany dividends between the parent and 
subsidiary corporations are
A. Not taxable.
B. Included in taxable income to the extent 
of 20%.
C. Included in taxable income to the extent 
of 80%.
D. Fully taxable.
48. A corporation's penalty for underpaying fed­
eral estimated taxes is
A. Not deductible.
B. Fully deductible in the year paid.
C. Fully deductible if reasonable cause can 
be established for the underpayment.
D. Partially deductible.
49. Which of the following credits is a combina­
tion of several tax credits to provide uniform rules 
for the current and carryback-carryover years?
A. General business credit.
B. Foreign tax credit.
C. Minimum tax credit.
D. Enhanced oil recovery credit.
50. Blink Corp., an accrual basis calendar year 
corporation, carried back a net operating loss for 
the tax year ended December 31, 1993. Blink's 
gross revenues have been under $500,000 since 
inception. Blink expects to have profits for the tax 
year ending December 31, 1994. Which method(s) 
of estimated tax payment can Blink use for its 
quarterly payments during the 1994 tax year to 
avoid underpayment of federal estimated taxes?
I. 100% of the preceding tax year method 
II. Annualized income method
A. I only.
B. Both I and II.
C. II only.
D. Neither I nor II.
51. Tank Corp., which had earnings and profits 
of $500,000, made a nonliquidating distribution 
of p roperty  to its  shareho lders in 1993 as a 
dividend in kind. This property, which had an 
adjusted basis of $20,000 and a fair market value 
of $30,000 at the date of distribution, did not con­
stitute assets used in the active conduct of Tank's 
business. How much gain did Tank recognize on 
this distribution?
A. $30,000
B. $20,000
C. $10,000
D. $0
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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52. Adams, Beck, and C arr organized Flexo 
Corp. with authorized voting common stock of 
$100,000. Adams received 10% of the capital 
stock in payment for the organizational services 
th a t he rendered for the benefit of the newly 
formed corporation. Adams did not contribute 
property to Flexo and was under no obligation to 
be paid by Beck or Carr. Beck and Carr trans­
ferred property in exchange for stock as follows:
Beck
Carr
Adjusted
basis
5,000
60,000
Fair
market
value
20,000
70,000
Percentage of 
Flexo stock 
acquired
20%
70%
What amount of gain did Carr recognize from this 
transaction?
A. $40,000
B. $15,000
C. $10,000
D. $0
54. Jackson Corp., a calendar year corporation, 
m ailed  its  1993 tax  re tu rn  to th e  In te rn a l 
Revenue Service by certified m ail on Friday, 
M arch 11, 1994. The re tu rn , p o stm ark ed  
March 11, 1994, was delivered to the Internal 
Revenue Service on March 18, 1994. The statute 
of limitations on Jackson's corporate tax return 
begins on
A. December 3 1 , 1993.
B. March 11, 1994.
C. March 16 , 1994.
D. March 18, 1994.
55. A tax return preparer is subject to a penalty 
for knowingly or recklessly disclosing corporate 
tax return information, if the disclosure is made
A. To enable a third party to solicit business 
from the taxpayer.
B. To enable the tax processor to electroni­
cally compute the taxpayer's liability.
C. For peer review.
D. Under an administrative order by a state 
agency th a t reg isters tax  re tu rn  p re­
parers.
53. In a type B reorganization, as defined by the 
Internal Revenue Code, the
I. Stock of the target corporation is acquired 
solely for the  voting stock of e ith e r the  
acquiring corporation or its parent.
II. Acquiring corporation must have control of 
the target corporation immediately after the 
acquisition.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
56. Bell, a cash basis calendar year taxpayer, 
died on June 1, 1993. In 1993, prior to her death, 
Bell incurred $2,000 in medical expenses. The 
executor of the estate paid the medical expenses, 
which were a claim against the estate, on July 1, 
1993. If the executor files the appropriate waiver, 
the medical expenses are deductible on
A. The estate tax return.
B. Bell's final income tax return.
C. The estate income tax return.
D. The executor's income tax return.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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57. White has a one-third interest in the profits 
and losses of Rapid Partnership. Rapid's ordinary 
income for the 1993 calendar year is $30,000, 
after a $3,000 deduction for a guaranteed pay­
ment made to White for services rendered. None 
of the $30,000 ordinary income was distributed to 
the p a rtn e rs . W hat is the  to ta l am ount th a t 
White must include from Rapid as taxable income 
in his 1993 tax return?
A. $ 3,000
B. $10,000
C. $11,000
D. $13,000
59. An organization that operates for the preven­
tion of cruelty to animals will fail to meet the 
operational test to qualify as an exempt organiza­
tion if
The organization 
engages in 
insubstantial 
nonexempt activities
A. Yes
B. Yes
C. No
D. No
The organization 
directly participates 
in any political 
campaign
Yes
No
Yes
No
58. If the executor of a decedent's estate elects 
the a lte rnate  valuation date and none of the 
property included in the gross estate has been 
sold or distributed, the estate assets must be val­
ued as of how many months after the decedent's 
death?
A. 12
B. 9
C. 6
D. 3
60. Which one of the  following statem ents is 
correct with regard to unrelated business income 
of an exempt organization?
A. An exempt organization tha t earns any 
unrelated business income in excess of 
$100,000 during a particular year will 
lose its exempt status for that particular 
year.
B. An exempt organization is not taxed on 
unrelated business income of less than 
$ 1,000.
C. The tax on unrelated business income 
can be imposed even if the unrelated  
business activity is interm ittent and is 
carried on once a year.
D. An unrelated trade or business activity 
that results in a loss is excluded from the 
definition of unrelated business.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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N um ber 2 (E stim ated  tim e—5 to  10 m inutes)
Q uestion N um ber 2 consists of 8 items. Select 
the b est answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil 
to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective 
Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er 
all item s. Your grade will be based on the total 
number of correct answers.
D uring  1990, Adam s, a g en era l co n trac to r, 
Brinks, an architect, and Carson, an interior dec­
orator, form ed th e  Dex Home Im provem ent 
General Partnership by contributing the assets 
below.
Asset
Adjusted
basis
$40,000
$12,000
Fair
market
value
$40,000
$21,000
% of partner 
share in 
capital, 
profits 
& losses 
50% 
20%
Adams Cash 
Brinks Land 
Carson Inventory $24,000 $24,000 30%
The land was a capital asset to Brinks, subject to 
a $5,000 mortgage, which was assumed by the 
partnership.
F o r item s 61 an d  62, determine and select the 
in itia l basis of the p a r tn e r’s in te re st in Dex. 
Blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective 
Answer Sheet.
61. Brinks’ initial basis in Dex is
A. $21,000
B. $12,000
C. $ 8,000
62. Carson’s initial basis in Dex is
A. $25,500
B. $24,000
C. $19,000
During 1994, the Dex Partnership breaks even 
but decides to make distributions to each partner.
F o r  item s 63 th ro u g h  68, determine whether
the statement is true T  or false F . Blacken the
corresponding oval on the  Objective Answer
Sheet.
63. A non liqu ida ting  cash d is trib u tio n  may 
reduce the recipient pa rtn e r’s basis in his 
partnership interest below zero.
64. A nonliquidating distribution of unappre­
ciated inventory reduces the recipient part­
ner’s basis in his partnership interest.
65. In a liquidating distribution of property other 
than money, where the partnership's basis of 
the distributed property exceeds the basis of 
the partner's interest, the partner's basis in 
the distributed property is limited to his pre­
distribution basis in the partnership interest.
66. G ain is recognized by th e  p a r tn e r  who 
receives a nonliquidating  d istribu tion  of 
property, where the adjusted basis of the 
property exceeds his basis in the partnership 
interest before the distribution.
67. In a nonliquidating distribution of inventory, 
where the partnersh ip  has no unrealized 
receivables or appreciated inventory, the 
basis of inventory th a t is d istributed to a 
p a r tn e r  canno t exceed th e  in v en to ry 's  
adjusted basis to the partnership.
68. The partnership's nonliquidating distribution 
of encumbered property to a p a rtner who 
assumes the mortgage, does not affect the 
other partners’ bases in their partnership 
interests.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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Number 3 (Estim ated tim e—25 to 40 m inutes)
Q uestion Number 3 consists of 31 items. Select 
the b est answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil 
to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective 
Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer 
all item s. Your grade will be based on the total 
number of correct answers.
M rs. Vick, a 40-year-old cash basis taxpayer, 
earned $45,000 as a teacher and $5,000 as a part- 
time real estate agent in 1993. Mr. Vick, who died 
on July 1, 1993, had been permanently disabled 
on his job and collected state disability benefits 
until his death. For all of 1993 and 1994, the 
Vick’s residence was the principal home of both 
their 11-year old daughter Joan and Mrs. Vick’s 
unm arried  cousin, F ran  Phillips, who had no 
income in either year. During 1993, Joan received 
$200 a month in survivor social security benefits 
that began on August 1, 1993, and will continue 
at least un til her 18th birthday. In 1993 and 
1994, Mrs. Vick provided over one-half the sup­
port for Joan and Fran, both of whom were U.S. 
citizens. Mrs. Vick did not remarry. Mr. and 
Mrs. Vick received the following in 1993:
Earned income $50,000
State disability benefits 1,500
Interest on:
Refund from amended tax return 50
Savings account and certificates of deposit 350 
Municipal bonds 100
Gift 3,000
Pension benefits 900
Jury duty pay 200
Gambling winnings 450
Life insurance proceeds 5,000
Additional information:
• Mrs. Vick received the $3,000 cash gift from 
her uncle.
• Mrs. Vick received the pension distributions 
from a qualified pension plan, paid for exclu­
sively by her husband’s employer. The $5,000 
death benefit exclusion did not apply.
• M rs. Vick had $100 in  gam bling losses in 
1993.
• Mrs. Vick was the beneficiary of the life insur­
ance policy on her husband’s life. She received 
a lump-sum distribution. The Vicks had paid 
$500 in premiums. •
• Mrs. Vick received Mr. Vick's accrued vacation 
pay of $500 in 1994.
For item s 69 and 70, determine and select from 
the choices below, BOTH the filing status and the 
number of exemptions for each item. Blacken the 
corresponding oval on the  Objective Answer 
Sheet.
F iling Status
S  Single
(0) Married filing joint
H Head of household
Q  Qualifying widow with dependent child
Exem ptions
CD
CD
CD
4
69.
70.
Determine the filing status and the number 
of exemptions th a t Mrs. Vick can claim on 
the 1993 federal income tax return, to get the 
most favorable tax results.
Determine the filing status and the number 
of exemptions tha t Mrs. Vick can claim on 
the 1994 federal income tax return to get the 
most favorable tax results, if she solely main­
tains the costs of her home.
For item s 71 through 77, determine the amount, 
if any, that is taxable and should be included in 
Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) on the 1993 federal 
income tax return filed by Mrs. Vick. To record 
your answer, write the number in the boxes on 
the Objective Answer Sheet and blacken the cor­
responding oval below each box. Write zeros in 
any b lan k  boxes p reced ing  your num erical 
answer, and blacken the zero in the oval below 
the box. You cannot receive credit for your 
an sw ers if  you  fa il to  b lack en  an oval in  
each colum n.
71. State disability benefits
72. Interest income
73. Pension benefits
74. Gift
75. Life insurance proceeds
76. Jury duty pay
77. Gambling winnings
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N um ber 3 (continued)
During 1993 the following payments were made or losses were incurred. F o r item s 78 th ro u g h  91, select the 
appropriate tax treatm ent and blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective Answer Sheet. A tax treat­
ment may be selected once, more than once, or not at all.
P aym ents an d  Losses
78. Premiums on Mr. Vick’s personal life insur­
ance policy.
79. Penalty on Mrs. Vick's early withdrawal of 
funds from a certificate of deposit.
80. Mrs. Vick's substantiated cash donation to 
the American Red Cross.
81. Payment of estimated state income taxes.
82. Paym ent of real esta te  taxes on the Vick 
home.
83. Loss on the sale of the family car.
84. Cost in excess of the increase in value of resi­
dence, for the installation of a stairlift in 
January 1993, related directly to the medical 
care of Mr. Vick.
85. The Vick's health  insurance premiums for 
hospitalization coverage.
86. CPA fees to prepare the 1992 tax return.
87. A m ortization over the  life of the  loan of 
points paid to refinance the mortgage at a 
lower rate on the Vick home.
88. One-half the self-employment tax paid by 
Mrs. Vick.
89. Mrs. Vick’s $100 in gambling losses.
90. Mrs. Vick's union dues.
91. 1992 federal income tax paid with the Vick’s 
tax return on April 15 , 1993.
Tax T reatm en t
A. Not deductible.
B. Deductible in Schedule A—Itemized Deduc­
tions, subject to threshold of 7.5% of adjusted 
gross income.
C. Deductible in Schedule A—Itemized Deduc­
tions, subject to threshold of 2% of adjusted 
gross income.
D. Deductible on page 1 of Form 1040 to arrive 
at adjusted gross income.
E. Deductible in full in Schedule A—Itemized 
Deductions.
F. Deductible in Schedule A—Itemized Deduc­
tions, subject to threshold of 50% of adjusted 
gross income.
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N um ber 3 (continued)
F o r item s 92 th ro u g h  99, determine whether 
the statem ent is true T  or false F  regarding 
the Vicks' 1993 income tax return. Blacken the 
corresponding oval on the  Objective Answer 
Sheet.
92. The funera l expenses paid by Mr. Vick’s 
estate is a 1993 itemized deduction.
93. Any federal e sta te  tax  on the  income in 
respect of decedent, to be distributed to Mrs. 
Vick, may be taken as a miscellaneous item­
ized deduction n o t  subject to the  2% of 
adjusted gross income floor.
94. A casualty loss deduction on property used in 
Mrs. Vick's part-time real estate business is 
reported as an itemized deduction.
95. The Vicks' incom e tax  lia b ility  w ill be 
reduced by the credit for the elderly or dis­
abled.
96. The CPA preparer is required to furnish a 
completed copy of the 1993 income tax return 
to Mrs. Vick.
97. Since Mr. Vick died during the year, the 
income lim ita tion  for the  earned  income 
credit does n o t apply.
98. Mr. Vick’s accrued vacation pay, at the time 
of his death, is to be distributed to Mrs. Vick 
in 1994. This income should be included in 
the 1993 Federal income tax return.
99. The Vicks paid alternative minimum tax in 
1992. The amount of alternative minimum 
tax tha t is attributable to "deferral adjust­
ments and preferences" can be used to offset 
the alternative minimum tax in the following 
years.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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N um ber 4 (E stim ated  tim e—20 to  30 m inutes)
Q uestion N um ber 4 consists of 23 items. Select the b est answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil to 
blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. A nsw er a ll 
item s. Your grade will be based on the total number of correct answers.
Isle, Inc. commenced operations on January 2, 1993. Isle's three products (Aran, Bute, Cilly) are pro­
duced in different plants located in the same community. The following selected information is taken 
from Isle's internal 1993 contribution income statement, based on standard costs:
Isle, Inc.
1993 CONTRIBUTION INCOME STATEMENT
Products
Sales (Aran 80,000 units)
Aran
$1,200,000
Standard Costs:
Direct Materials 180,000
Direct Labor (Aran 20,000 hours) 240,000
Variable Manufacturing Overhead 80,000
Total Variable Manufacturing Costs 500,000
Less: Finished Goods Inventory 12/31/93 100,000
Variable Cost of Goods Sold 400,000
Variable Selling and Administrative Costs 120,000
Total Variable Costs 520,000
Standard Contribution Margin 680,000
Fixed Manufacturing Overhead Costs 440,000
Fixed Selling and Administrative Costs 140,000
Total Fixed Costs 580,000
Standard Operating Income 100,000
Variances—Favorable F /Unfavorable U :
Direct Materials — Price 2,000 F
Usage 16,000 U
Direct Labor — Rate 12,000 U
Efficiency 24,000 U
Manufacturing Overhead — Total 43,000 U
Selling and Administrative — Total 7,000 U
Operating Income, Net of Variances $ -0-
Additional Information:
• Manufacturing Capacity Utilization 75%
Bute Cilly Total
$800,000 $500,000 $2,500,000
(Detail omitted)
176,000
35,000
144,000 1,000,000
(Detail omitted)
25,000 160,000
(Detail omitted)
$ 41,000 $ 36,000 $ 77,000
Average Investment 
Demand
80%
$800,000
Constant 
and easy to 
project more 
than 3 years
70%
$400,000
Very seasonal 
and very 
difficult to 
project more 
than 3 years
$1,000,000
Somewhat 
seasonal and 
moderately 
difficult to 
project more 
than 3 years
Isle also prepared standard absorption costing statements using full capacity (based on machine 
hours) to allocate overhead costs.
Fixed costs are incurred evenly throughout the year.
There is no ending work-in-process.
Material price variances are reported when raw materials are taken from inventory.
Apart from initial build-ups in raw materials, and finished goods inventories, production schedules 
are based on sales forecasts.
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N um ber 4 (continued)
F o r item s 100 th ro u g h  112, determine whether 
the statement is yes Y  or no N . Blacken the 
corresponding oval on the  Objective Answer 
Sheet.
100. Does Isle practice a just-in-time philosophy?
101. Should Isle  include s ta n d a rd  in d irec t 
material costs in standard fixed overhead costs?
102. Should Isle categorize the operation of pro­
duction equipment as a value-adding activity?
103. If Isle's three products were produced in a 
single plant, would activity-based costing provide 
more useful total production cost information for 
Aran, Bute, and Cilly than traditional standard 
costing?
104. Is the regression analysis technique helpful 
in determ ining the variable cost component of 
Isle's manufacturing overhead costs?
105. In  Is le 's  in te rn a l perform ance repo rts , 
should normal spoilage costs be reported in fixed 
manufacturing overhead costs?
106. The computation of Bute's normal spoilage 
assumes 10 units in 1,000 contain defective mate­
rials and, independently, 15 units in 1,000 con­
ta in  defective workmanship. Is the probability 
that is used in computing Bute's normal spoilage 
less than .025?
107. Isle has contracted to sell units of Aran to a 
customer in a segregated market during the off­
season. Ignore variances and the costs of develop­
ing and administering the contract, and assume 
that standard cost patterns are unchanged except 
that variable selling and administrative costs are 
one-half the standard rate. Isle will sell Aran at a 
price which recoups the variable cost of goods 
sold a t the standard rate, plus variable selling 
and administrative costs at one-half of the stan­
dard rate. Will Isle break even on the contract?
108. Were the actual 1993 direct labor hours 
used in manufacturing Aran less than the stan­
dard hours?
109. Would Aran's 1993 operating income reported 
using absorption cost be lower than the amount 
reported using variable costing?
110. Was the total amount paid for direct materi­
als put into process for the manufacture of Aran 
more than the standard cost allowed for the work 
done?
Item s 111 and  112 are based on the following:
Isle is considering investing $60,000 in a 10-year 
property lease th a t will reduce Aran's annual 
selling and administration costs by $12,000. Isle's 
cost of capital is 12%. The present value factor for 
a 10-year annuity at 12% is 5.65.
111. Is there a positive net present value for the 
lease investment?
112. Is the internal rate of return for the lease 
investment lower than the cost of capital?
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N um ber 4 (continued)
F o r item s 113 th rough  117, blacken the corre­
spending oval on the Objective Answer Sheet.
113. For which product is evaluation of invest­
ments by the payback method likely to be more 
appropriate?
A. Aran
B. Bute
C. Cilly
114. For which product is the economic order 
quantity formula likely to be most useful when 
purchasing raw materials to be used in manufac­
turing?
A. Aran
B. Bute
C. Cilly
115. If  Isle  sells  $10,000 m ore of B ute  and 
$10,000 less of Cilly, what is the effect on Isle’s 
standard dollar breakeven point?
A. Increase.
B. Decrease.
C. No effect.
116. W hich product had  th e  g rea te s t actua l 
return on investment?
A. Aran
B. Bute
C. Cilly
117. Ignore 1993 reported variances and assume 
that Isle used expected demand to allocate manu­
facturing overhead costs. Which product would be 
most likely to have a substantial percentage of 
underapplied or overapplied fixed manufacturing 
overhead costs on quarterly statements?
A. Aran
B. Bute
C. Cilly
For item s 118 th rou gh  122, to record your 
answer, write the number in the boxes on the 
Objective Answer Sheet and blacken the corre­
sponding oval below each box. Write zeros in any 
blank boxes preceding your numerical answer, 
and blacken the zero in the oval below the box. 
You cannot receive credit for your answ ers 
if you fail to blacken an oval in  each colum n.
118. What is Aran's budgeted standard per unit 
cost for variable selling and administrative costs 
on sales of 75,000 units?
119. What is Aran's budgeted standard fixed sell­
ing and administrative costs on sales of 75,000 
units?
120. What is Isle's standard breakeven point in 
sales dollars for the actual sales mix achieved?
121. What amount of Aran's direct material and 
direct labor variances might be regarded, wholly 
or partially, as direct labor employees' responsi­
bility?
122. Isle uses the graph below to estimate Aran's 
total standard manufacturing cost.
What amount does Y represent?
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EXAMINATION QUESTION BOOKLET
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING &  REPORTING- 
BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
November 3 ,  1994; 1:30 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.
CANDIDATE NUMBER
Record your 7-digit candidate number in
the boxes.
J
The point values for each question, and estimated time 
allotments  based primarily on point value, are as follows:
Point
Value
Estimated Minutes 
Minimum Maximum
No. 1 ............... 60 130 140
No. 2 ............... 10 15 26
No. 3 ................ 10 15 26
No.4 ............... 10 30 40
No. 5 ............... 10 30 40
Totals ............ 100 220 270. . ....
INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES Failure to follow these instructions may have an adverse effect on your Examination grade.
1. Record your 7-digit candidate number in the 
boxes provided at the upper right-hand comer of 
this page.
2. Question numbers 1, 2, and 3 should be answered
on the Objective Answer Sheet, which is pages 11 
and 12 of your Examination Answer Booklet. You 
should attem pt to answer all objective items. 
There is no penalty for incorrect response. Work 
space to solve the objective questions is provided 
in this Examination Question on pages 3
through 13 and pages 15 and 17. Since the objec­
tive items are computer-graded, your comments 
and calculations associated with them are not con­
sidered. Be certain that you have entered your 
answers on the Objective Answer Sheet before the 
examination time is up. The objective portion of 
your examination will not be graded if you fail to 
record your answers on the Objective Answer 
Sheet. You will not be given additional time to 
record your answers.
3. Question numbers 4 and 5 should be answered 
beginning on page 3 of the Examination Answer 
Booklet. Support a ll  answ ers w ith properly 
labeled and legible csdculations that can be iden­
tified as sources of amounts used to derive your 
final answer. If you have not completed answer­
ing a question on a page, fill in the appropriate 
spaces in the wording on the bottom of the page
"QUESTION NUMBER ___ CONTINUES ON
PAGE ___ ." If you have completed answering a
question, fill in the appropriate space in the word­
ing on the  bottom of the page "QUESTION
NUMBER___ENDS ON THIS PAGE." Always
begin the start of an answer to a question on the 
top of a new page (which may be the back side of 
a sheet of paper). Use the entire width of the page 
to answer requirements of a noncomputational 
 nature. To answer requirements of a computa­
tional nature, you may wish to use the three ver­
tical columns provided on the right side of each 
page.
4. Record your 7-d igit candidate number, state, and 
question number where indicated on pages 3 
through 10 of the Examination Answer Booklet.
5. Although the primary purpose of the examination 
is to test your knowledge and application of the 
subject matter, selected essay responses will be 
graded for writing  skills.
6. You are required to turn in by the end of each 
session:
a. Attendance Record and Calculator Sign-off 
Eeoord Form, front page of Exam ination  
Answer Booklet;
b. Objective Answer Sheet, pages 11 and 12 of 
Examination Answer Booklet;
c. Remaining Portion of Examination Answer 
Booklet;
d. Examination Question Booklet;
e. Calculator; and
f. All unused examination materials.
Your examination will not be graded unless the 
above listed items are handed in before leaving 
the examination room.
Prepared by the Board of Exam iners of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and adopted by the 
examining boards of all states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands of the United States.
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7. Unless otherwise instructed, if you want your Examination Question Booklet mailed to you, write your 
name and address in both places indicated on the back cover and place 52 cents postage in the space pro­
vided. Examination Question Booklets will be distributed no sooner than the day following the administra­
tion of this examination.
8. To turn the calculator on press CA . Display will read "0". The calculator automatically turns itself off 
approximately 8 minutes after the last entry. All data in the calculator will be lost once the calculator is 
off. We recommend that when you press  =  , you press   CA   before beginning a new calculation. The 
basic key descriptions are as follows:
  CA   On and Clear — Clears the calculator of all entries, including entries in memory, once calculator is on. 
 C.CE  Clear Calculation — Clears the Display.
  0 . . .  9  Num ericals — Inputs that number.
 .  Decim al — Indicates that all numbers to follow are decimals.
  +/-   Change sign — Changes plus (minus) to minus (plus).
  +  &   -    Add & Subtract — Adds the next number entered to, or subtracts the next number entered 
from, the displayed number.
  x   &  ÷    Multiply & Divide — Multiplies or divides the displayed number by the next number entered. 
 =   Equal — Displays the results of all previously entered operations.
  Square Root — Calculates the square root of the displayed number. It is unlikely that you will 
need to use this key during the exam.
%  Percentage — Converts the displayed number to a percentage (i.e., divides it by 100) and com­
pletes all previously entered operations. It is unlikely that you will need to use this key during the 
exam.
  M+   Memory Add — Adds the displayed number to the balance in memory.
M -  Memory Subtract — Subtracts the displayed number from the balance in memory.
 R.CM  Recall Memory — Pressed once, displays the balance in memory. Pressed twice in a row, elimi­
nates the balance in memory but not the displayed number.
Examination Questions — November 1994
If your calculator does not work or malfunctions, a replacement calculator will be available from the proctor.
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Number 1 (Estimated time—130 to 140 minutes) 
In s tru c tio n s
Select the b est answer for each of the following 
items. Use a No. 2 pencil to blacken the appropri­
ate ovals on the Objective Answer Sheet to indi­
cate your answers. M ark only  one answ er fo r 
each  item . A nsw er a ll item s. Your grade will 
be based on the total number of correct answers.
1. According to Statements of Financial Account­
ing Concepts, neutrality is an ingredient of
A.
B.
C.
D.
Reliability
Yes
Yes
No
No
Relevance
Yes
No
Yes
No
2. In  th e  h ie ra rch y  of gen era lly  accepted 
accounting principles, APB Opinions have the 
same authority as AICPA
A. Statements of Position.
B. Industry Audit and Accounting Guides.
C. Issues Papers.
D. Accounting Research Bulletins.
3. What is the underlying concept that supports 
the immediate recognition of a contingent loss?
A. Substance over form.
B. Consistency.
C. Matching.
D. Conservatism.
4. A company tha t wishes to disclose informa­
tion about the effect of changing prices in accor­
dance with Statem ent of Financial Accounting 
S tandards No. 89, Financial Accounting and  
Changing Prices, should report this information in
A. The body of the financial statements.
The notes to the financial statements. 
Supplementary information to the finan­
cial statements.
Management's report to shareholders.
B.
C.
D.
5. In analyzing a company's financial s ta te ­
ments, which financial statement would a poten­
tial investor primarily use to assess the company's 
liquidity and financial flexibility?
A. Balance sheet.
B. Income statement.
C. Statement of retained earnings.
D. Statement of cash flows.
6. Thorn Co. applies S tatem ent of Financial 
Accounting Standards No. 109, Accounting for 
Income Taxes. At the end of 1993, the tax effects 
of temporary differences were as follows:
Accelerated tax 
depreciation
Additional costs in 
inventory for tax 
purposes
Deferred 
tax assets 
(liabilities)
($75,000)
Related asset 
classification
Noncurrent
asset
25,000 Current asset
($50,000)
A valuation allowance was not considered neces­
sary. Thorn an tic ip a te s  th a t  $10,000 of the  
deferred tax liability will reverse in 1994. In 
Thorn's December 31, 1993, balance sheet, what 
am ount should Thorn rep o rt as n o n cu rren t 
deferred tax liability?
A. $40,000
B. $50,000
C. $65,000
D. $75,000
7. Which of the following should n o t be dis­
closed in an enterprise's statement of cash flows 
prepared using the indirect method?
A. Interest paid, net of amounts capitalized.
B. Income t axes paid.
C. Cash flow per share.
D. Dividends paid on preferred stock.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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Item s 8 an d  9 are based on the following:
The following t r ia l  ba lance  of Trey Co. a t 
December 31, 1993, has been adjusted except for 
income tax expense.
9. In Trey's December 31, 1993, balance sheet, 
what amount should be reported as total retained 
earnings?
A. $1,029,000 
$1,200,000 
$1,330,000
B.
C.
Dr. Cr. D. $1,630,000
Cash
Accounts receivable, net
$ 550,000 
1,650,000 10. Kale Co. has adopted Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards No. 115, Accounting for 
Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Secur­
ities. Kale purchased bonds a t a discount on the 
open m arket as an investm ent and intends to 
hold these bonds to maturity. Kale should account 
for these bonds at 
A. Cost.
Prepaid taxes 300,000
Accounts payable $ 120,000
Common stock 500,000
Additional paid-in capital 680,000
Retained earnings 630,000
Foreign currency 
translation adjustment 430,000
Revenues 3,600,000 B. Amortized cost.
Expenses 2,600,000 C. Fair value.
$5,530,000 $5,530,000 D. Lower of cost or market.
Additional information:
• D uring  1993, e stim ated  tax  paym ents of 
$300,000 were charged to prepaid taxes. Trey 
has not yet recorded income tax expense. 
There were no differences between financial 
statement and income tax income, and Trey's 
tax rate is 30%.
• Included in accounts receivable is $500,000 
due from a customer. Special terms granted to 
this customer require payment in equal semi­
annual installments of $125,000 every April 1 
and October 1.
8. In Trey's December 31, 1993, balance sheet, 
what amount should be reported as total current 
assets?
A. $1,950,000
B. $2,200,000
C. $2,250,000
D. $2,500,000
11. Mare Co.’s December 31, 1993, balance sheet 
reported the following current assets:
Cash $ 70,000
Accounts receivable 120,000
Inventories 60,000
Total $250,000
An an a ly sis  of th e  accounts d isclosed  th a t  
accounts receivable consisted of the following:
Trade accounts
Allowance for uncollectible accounts 
Selling price of Mare's unsold goods 
out on consignment, at 130% of 
cost, n o t included in Mare's 
ending inventory 
Total
$ 96,000 
( 2 ,000)
26,000
$120,000
At December 31, 1993, the total of Mare's current 
assets is
A. $224,000
B. $230,000
C. $244,000
D. $270,000
M U L T IP L E -C H O IC E  W O R K  S P A C E — T h is  inform ation will n o t  be g rad ed . O n ly  an sw ers  recorded on th e  O b jective  A n sw er S h e e t will be  grad ed .
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12. When the allowance method of recognizing 
uncollectible accounts is used, the entry to record 
the write-off of a specific account
A. Decreases both accounts receivable and 
the allowance for uncollectible accounts.
B. D ecreases accounts receivab le  and 
increases the allowance for uncollectible 
accounts.
C. Increases the allowance for uncollectible 
accounts and decreases net income.
D. Decreases both accounts receivable and 
net income.
13. Herc Co.’s inventory a t December 31, 1993, 
was $1,500,000 based on a physical count priced 
at cost, and before any necessary adjustment for 
the following:
• Merchandise costing $90,000, shipped FOB 
shipping point from a vendor on December 30,
1993, was received and recorded on January 5,
1994.
• Goods in the shipping area were excluded 
from inventory although shipment was not 
made until January 4, 1994. The goods, billed 
to th e  custom er FOB sh ipp ing  po in t on 
December 30, 1993, had a cost of $120,000.
What amount should Herc report as inventory  in 
its December 31, 1993, balance sheet?
A. $1,500,000
B. $1,590,000
C. $1,620,000
D. $1,710,000
14. Which of the following statements are correct 
when a company applying the lower of cost or 
market method reports its inventory at replace­
ment cost?
I. The original cost is less than replacement cost. 
II. The ne t realizable value is g rea ter th an  
replacement cost.
A. I only.
B. II only.
C. Both I and II.
D. Neither I nor II.
15. Moss Corp. owns 20% of Dubro Corp.’s pre­
fe rred  stock and 80% of its  common stock. 
Dubro's stock outstanding at December 31, 1993, 
is as follows:
10% cumulative preferred stock 
Common stock
$100,000
700,000
Dubro reported net income of $60,000 for the year 
ended December 31, 1993. What amount should 
Moss record as equity in earnings of Dubro for 
the year ended December 3 1 , 1993?
A. $42,000
B. $48,000
C. $48,400
D. $50,000
16. On January 2, 1993, Well Co. purchased 10% 
of Rea, Inc.’s outstanding common shares for 
$400,000. Well is the largest single shareholder 
in Rea, and Well’s officers are a majority on Rea’s 
board of directors. Rea reported net income of 
$500,000 for 1993, and paid dividends of $150,000. 
In its December 31, 1993, balance sheet, what 
amount should Well report as investment in Rea?
A. $450,000
B. $435,000
C. $400,000
D. $385,000
17. On Jan u ary  2, 1993, Paye Co. purchased 
Shef Co. at a cost that resulted in recognition of 
goodwill of $200,000 having an expected benefit 
period of 10 years. During the first quarter of 
1993, Paye spent an additional $80,000 on expen­
ditures designed to m aintain goodwill. Due to 
these expenditures, at December 31, 1993, Paye 
estimated that the benefit period of goodwill was 
40 years. In its December 31, 1993, balance sheet, 
what amount should Paye report as goodwill?
A. $180,000
B. $195,000
C. $252,000
D. $273,000
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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18. In its 1993 financial statem ents, Cris Co. 
reported interest expense of $85,000 in its income 
statement and cash paid for interest of $68,000 in 
its cash flow statem ent. There was no prepaid 
interest or interest capitalization either a t the 
beginning or end of 1993. Accrued in terest a t 
December 31, 1992, was $15,000. What amount 
should Cris report as accrued interest payable in 
its December 3 1 , 1993, balance sheet?
A. $ 2,000
B. $15,000
C. $17,000
D. $32,000
19. On July 1, 1993, Ran County issued realty 
tax assessments for its fiscal year ended June 30, 
1994. On September 1, 1993, Day Co. purchased 
a warehouse in Ran County. The purchase price 
was reduced by a credit for accrued realty taxes. 
Day did not record the entire year’s real estate 
tax obligation, but instead records tax expenses 
at the end of each month by adjusting prepaid 
real estate taxes or real estate taxes payable, as 
appropriate. On November 1, 1993, Day paid the 
first of two equal installm ents of $12,000 for 
rea lty  taxes. W hat am ount of th is  paym ent 
should Day record as a debit to real estate taxes 
payable?
A. $ 4,000
B. $ 8,000
C. $10,000
D. $12,000
20. At the inception of a capital lease, the guar­
anteed residual value should be
A. Included as part of minimum lease pay­
ments at present value.
B. Included as part of minimum lease pay­
ments at future value.
C. Included as part of minimum lease pay­
ments only to the extent that guaranteed 
residual value is expected to exceed esti­
mated residual value.
D. Excluded from minimum lease payments.
21. For $50 a month, Rawl Co. visits its  cus­
tomers' premises and performs insect control ser­
vices. If customers experience problems between 
regularly scheduled visits, Rawl makes service 
calls at no additional charge. Instead of paying 
monthly, customers may pay an annual fee of 
$540 in advance. For a customer who pays the 
annual fee in advance, Rawl should recognize the 
related revenue
A. When the cash is collected.
At the end of the fiscal year.
At the end of the contract year after all 
of the services have been performed. 
Evenly over the contract year as the ser­
vices are performed.
B.
C.
D.
Item s 22 an d  23 are based on the following:
House Publishers offered a contest in which the 
winner would receive $1,000,000, payable over 20 
years. On December 31, 1993, House announced 
the  w inner of the  contest and signed a note 
payable to the winner for $1,000,000, payable in 
$50,000 installm ents every January  2. Also on 
December 31, 1993, House purchased an annuity 
for $418,250 to provide the $950,000 prize monies 
rem aining after the first $50,000 installm ent, 
which was paid on January 2, 1994.
22. In its  December 31, 1993, balance sheet, 
w hat am ount should  H ouse re p o rt as note 
payable-contest winner, net of current portion?
A. $368,250
B. $418,250
C. $900,000
D. $950,000
23. In its 1993 income statement, what should 
House report as contest prize expense?
A. $0
B. $ 418,250
C. $ 468,250
D. $1,000,000
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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24. On Jan u a ry  2, 1994, West Co. issued 9% 
bonds in the amount of $500,000, which mature 
on January  2, 2004. The bonds were issued for 
$469,500 to yield 10%. Interest is payable annu­
ally on December 31. West uses the in te re st 
method of amortizing bond discount. In its June 30, 
1994, balance sheet, what amount should West 
report as bonds payable?
A. $469,500
B. $470,475
C. $471,025
D. $500,000
25. Black Co. requires advance payments with 
special orders for machinery constructed to cus­
tomer specifications. These advances are nonre­
fundable. Information for 1993 is as follows:
Customer advances—balance 12/31/92 $118,000
Advances received with orders in 1993 184,000
Advances applied to orders shipped 
in 1993 164,000
Advances applicable to orders 
cancelled in 1993 50,000
In Black's December 31, 1993, balance sheet, 
what amount should be reported as a current lia­
bility for advances from customer?
A. $0
B. $ 88,000
C. $138,000
D. $148,000
26. Management can estimate the amount of loss 
that will occur if a foreign government expropri­
ates some company assets. If expropriation is rea­
sonably possible, a loss contingency should be
A. Disclosed but no t accrued as a liability.
B. Disclosed and accrued as a liability.
C. Accrued as a liability but n o t disclosed.
D. Neither accrued as a liability n o r  dis­
closed.
27. Vadis Co. sells appliances th a t include a 
three-year warranty. Service calls under the war­
ranty are performed by an independent mechanic 
under a contract with Vadis. Based on experience, 
w arranty  costs are estim ated a t $30 for each 
machine sold. When should Vadis recognize these 
warranty costs?
A. Evenly over the life of the warranty.
B. When the service calls are performed.
C. When payments are made to the mechanic.
D. When the machines are sold.
28. East Co. issued 1,000 shares of its $5 par 
common stock to Howe as compensation for 1,000 
hours of legal services performed. Howe usually 
bills $160 per hour for legal services. On the date 
of issuance, the stock was trading on a public 
exchange at $140 per share. By w hat amount 
should the additional paid-in capital account 
increase as a result of this transaction?
A. $135,000
B. $140,000
C. $155,000
D. $160,000
29. During 1992, Brad Co. issued 5,000 shares of 
$100 par convertible preferred stock for $110 per 
share. One share of preferred stock can be con­
verted into three shares of Brad's $25 par com­
mon stock at the option of the preferred share­
holder. On December 31, 1993, when the market 
value of the common stock was $40 per share, all 
of the  p referred  stock was converted. W hat 
amount should Brad credit to Common Stock and 
to Additional Paid-in Capital—Common Stock as 
a result of the conversion?
Common stock
A. $375,000
B. $375,000
C. $500,000
D. $600,000
Additional 
paid-in capital
$175,000 
$225,000 
$ 50,000 
$0
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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30. When a company declares a cash dividend, 
retained earnings is decreased by the amount of 
the dividend on the date of
A. Declaration.
B. Record.
C. Payment.
D. Declaration or record, whichever is earlier.
31. Long Co. had 100,000 shares of common 
stock issued and outstanding at January 1, 1993. 
During 1993, Long took the following actions:
March 15 — Declared a 2-for-1 stock split,
when the fair value of the stock 
was $80 per share.
December 15 — Declared a $.50 per share cash 
dividend.
In Long's statem ent of stockholders' equity for 
1993, what amount should Long report as divi­
dends?
A. $ 50,000
B. $100,000
C. $850,000
D. $950,000
33. On January  2, 1993, Farm  Co. granted an 
employee an option to purchase 1,000 shares of 
Farm 's common stock a t $40 per share. The 
option became exercisable on December 31, 1993, 
after the employee had completed one year of ser­
vice, and was exercised on that date. The market 
prices of Farm's stock were as follows:
January 2 ,  1993 
December 3 1 , 1993
$50
65
What amount should Farm recognize as compen­
sation expense for 1993?
A. $0
B. $10,000
C. $15,000
D. $25,000
34. The following d a ta  re la te s  to Nola Co.'s 
defined benefit pension plan as of December 31, 
1993:
Unfunded accumulated benefit 
obligation
Unrecognized prior service cost 
Accrued pension cost
$140,000
45,000
80,000
W hat amount should Nola report as excess of 
additional pension liability over unrecognized 
prior service cost in its statement of stockholders' 
equity?
A. $ 15,000
B. $ 35,000
C. $ 95,000
D. $175,000
32. If a corporation sells some of its treasury  
stock at a price that exceeds its cost, this excess 
should be
A. Reported as a gain in the income state­
ment.
B. Treated as a reduction in the carrying 
amount of remaining treasury stock.
C. Credited to additional paid-in capital.
D. Credited to retained earnings.
35. When Mill retired from the partnership of 
Mill, Yale, and Lear, the final settlement of Mill's 
interest exceeded Mill's capital balance. Under 
the bonus method, the excess
A. Was recorded as goodwill.
B. Was recorded as an expense.
C. Reduced the capital balances of Yale and 
Lear.
D. Had no effect on the capital balances of 
Yale and Lear.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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36. On January  2, 1993, Smith purchased the 
net assets of Jones' Cleaning, a sole proprietor­
ship, for $350,000, and commenced operations of 
Spiffy Cleaning, a sole proprietorship. The assets 
had a carrying amount of $375,000 and a market 
value of $360,000. In Spiffy's cash-basis financial 
sta tem en ts  for the  year ended December 31, 
1993, Spiffy repo rted  revenues in  excess of 
expenses of $60,000. Sm ith's drawings during 
1993 were $20,000. In  Spiffy's financial s ta te ­
m ents, w hat am ount should he rep o rted  as 
Capital-Smith?
A. $390,000
B. $400,000
C. $410,000
D. $415,000
39. Stock dividends on common stock should be 
recorded  a t th e ir  fa ir  m a rk e t va lue  by th e  
investor when the related investment is account­
ed for under which of the following methods?
Cost Equity
A. Yes Yes
B. Yes No
C. No Yes
D. No No
37. The primary purpose of a quasi-reorganiza­
tion is to give a corporation the opportunity to
A. Obtain relief from its creditors.
B. Revalue understated assets to their fair 
values.
C. Eliminate a deficit in retained earnings.
D. Distribute the stock of a newly-created 
su b sid ia ry  to i ts  s tockho lders in 
exchange for part of their stock in the 
corporation.
38. Leaf Co. purchased from Oak Co. a $20,000, 
8%, 5-year note tha t required five equal annual 
year-end payments of $5,009. The note was dis­
counted to yield a 9% rate to Leaf. At the date of 
purchase, Leaf recorded the note a t its present 
value of $19,485. What should be the total inter­
est revenue earned by Leaf over the life of this 
note?
A. $5,045
B. $5,560
C. $8,000
D. $9,000
40. Wren Corp.'s trad em ark  was licensed to 
Mont Co. for royalties of 15% of sales of the 
trademarked items. Royalties are payable semi­
annually on March 15 for sales in July through 
December of the prior year, and on September 15 
for sales in January  through June of the same 
year. Wren received the following royalties from 
Mont;
1992
1993
March 15
$10,000
12,000
September 15
$15,000
17,000
Mont estim ated th a t sales of the tradem arked 
item s would to ta l $60,000 for Ju ly  th rough  
December 1993.
In Wren's 1993 income statem ent, the royalty 
revenue should be
A. $26,000
B. $29,000
C. $38,000
D. $41,000
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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41. As an inducement to enter a lease, Graf Co., 
a lessor, g ran ted  Zep, Inc., a lessee, twelve 
months of free rent under a five year operating 
lease. The lease was effective on January 1, 1993, 
and provides for monthly ren ta l paym ents to 
begin January 1, 1994. Zep made the first rental 
paym ent on December 30, 1993. In  its  1993 
income statement, Graf should report rental rev­
enue in an amount equal to
A. Zero.
B. Cash received during 1993.
C. O ne-fourth  of th e  to ta l cash  to be 
received over the life of the lease.
D. One-fifth of the total cash to be received 
over the life of the lease.
44. During 1993, Orr Co. incurred the following 
costs:
Research and development services 
performed by Key Corp. for Orr $150,000
Design, construction, and testing 
of preproduction prototypes and 
models 200,000
Testing in search for new products 
or process alternatives 175,000
In its 1993 income statement, what should Orr 
report as research and development expense?
A. $150,000
B. $200,000
C. $350,000
D. $525,000
42. On July 3 1 , 1993, Dome Co. issued $1,000,000 
of 10%, 15-year bonds at par and used a portion 
of the proceeds to call its 600 outstanding 11%, 
$1,000 face value bonds, due on July 31, 2003, at 
102. On tha t date, unamortized bond premium 
relating to the 11% bonds was $65,000. In its 
1993 income statem ent, w hat am ount should 
Dome report as gain or loss, before income taxes, 
from retirement of bonds?
A. $ 53,000 gain.
B. $0.
C. $(65,000) loss.
D. $(77,000) loss.
43. Bren Co.'s beginning inventory at January 1, 
1993, was understated by $26,000, and its ending 
inventory was overstated by $52,000. As a result, 
Bren's cost of goods sold for 1993 was
A. Understated by $26,000.
B. Overstated by $26,000.
C. Understated by $78,000.
D. Overstated by $78,000.
45. Inge Co. determined that the net value of its 
accounts receivable at December 31, 1993, based 
on an aging of the receivables, was $325,000. 
Additional information is as follows:
Allowance for uncollectible 
accounts—1/1/93 $ 30,000
Uncollectible accounts written off 
during 1993 18,000
Uncollectible accounts recovered 
during 1993 2,000
Accounts receivable at 12/31/93 350,000
For 1993, w hat would be Inge's uncollectible
accounts expense?
A. $ 5,000
B. $11,000
C. $15,000
D. $21,000
46. An increase in the cash surrender value of a 
life insurance policy owned by a company would 
be recorded by
A. Decreasing annual insurance expense.
B. Increasing investment income.
C. Recording a memorandum entry only.
D. Decreasing a deferred charge.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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47. Clark Co.'s advertising expense account had 
a balance of $146,000 a t December 31, 1993, 
before any necessary year-end adjustment relat­
ing to the following:
• Included in the $146,000 is the $15,000 cost of 
printing catalogs for a sales promotional cam­
paign in January 1994.
• Radio ad v ertisem en ts  b ro ad cas t d u rin g  
D ecem ber 1993 w ere b illed  to C lark  on 
January 2, 1994. Clark paid the $9,000 invoice 
on January 11, 1994.
What amount should Clark report as advertising 
expense in its  income statem ent for the year 
ended December 3 1 , 1993?
A. $122,000
B. $131,000
C. $140,000
D. $155,000
48. Able Co. provides an incentive compensation 
plan under which its president receives a bonus 
equal to 10% of the corporation's income before 
income tax but after deduction of the bonus. If 
the tax rate is 40% and net income after bonus 
and income tax  was $360,000, w hat was the 
amount of the bonus?
A. $36,000
B. $60,000
C. $66,000
D. $90,000
Item s 49 an d  50 are based on the following:
Kent, Inc.'s reconciliation betw een financial 
statement and taxable income for 1993 follows:
Pretax financial income 
Permanent difference
Temporary difference— 
depreciation
Taxable income 
Additional information:
Cumulative temporary 
differences (future 
taxable amounts)
$150,000
( 12,000)
138,000
( 9,000)
$129,000
At
12/ 31/ 92 12/ 31/ 93
$11,000 $20,000
The enacted tax rate was 34% for 1992, and 40% 
for 1993 and years thereafter.
49. In  its December 31, 1993, balance sheet, 
w hat am ount should Kent report as deferred 
income tax liability?
A. $3,600
B. $6,800
C. $7,340
D. $8,000
50. In its 1993 income statement, what amount 
should Kent report as current portion of income 
tax expense?
A. $51,600
B. $55,200
C. $55,860
D. $60,000
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will n o t be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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51. In  its  1993 income s ta tem en t, Cere Co. 
reported income before income taxes of $300,000. 
Cere estimated that, because of permanent differ­
ences, tax ab le  income for 1993 would be 
$280,000. During 1993 Cere made estimated tax 
paym ents of $50,000, which were debited to 
income tax expense. Cere is subject to a 30% tax 
rate. What amount should Cere report as income 
tax expense?
A. $34,000
B. $50,000
C. $84,000
D. $90,000
53. A transaction that is unusual in nature and 
infrequent in occurrence should be reported sepa­
rately as a component of income
A. After cum ulative effect of accounting 
changes and before discontinued opera­
tions of a segment of a business.
B. After cum ulative effect of accounting 
changes and after discontinued opera­
tions of a segment of a business.
C. Before cumulative effect of accounting 
changes and before discontinued opera­
tions of a segment of a business.
D. Before cumulative effect of accounting 
changes and after discontinued opera­
tions of a segment of a business.
52. On October 1, 1993, Wand, Inc. committed 
itself to a formal plan to sell its Kam division's 
assets. On th a t date, Wand estim ated th a t the 
loss from the disposal of assets in February 1994 
would be $25,000. Wand also estimated that Kam 
would incur operating losses of $100,000 for the 
period of October 1, 1993, through December 31, 
1993, and $50,000 for the period January 1, 1994 
through February 2 8 , 1994. These estimates were 
m aterially correct. Disregarding income taxes, 
what should Wand report as loss from discontin­
ued operations in its comparative 1993 and 1994 
income statements?
54. How should the effect of a change in account­
ing estimate be accounted for?
A. By restating amounts reported in finan­
cial statements of prior periods.
B. By reporting pro forma amounts for prior 
periods.
C. As a prior period adjustment to begin­
ning retained earnings.
D. In the period of change and future periods 
if the change affects both.
55. Foy Corp. failed to accrue warranty costs of 
$50,000 in its December 31, 1992, financial state­
ments. In addition, a change from straight-line to 
accelerated depreciation made at the beginning of 
1993 resulted in a cumulative effect of $30,000 on 
Foy's retained earnings. Both the $50,000 and the 
$30,000 are net of related income taxes. W hat 
amount should Foy report as prior period adjust­
ments in 1993?
A. $0
B. $30,000
C. $50,000
D. $80,000
1993 1994
A. $175,000 $0
B. $125,000 $ 50,000
C. $100,000 $ 75,000
D. $0 $175,000
M IU L T IP L E -C H O IC E  W O R K  S P A C E — This information will n o t  be g raded . Only an sw ers recorded on th e  Objective Answer S h e e t will be graded .
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56. Sun, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 
Patton, Inc. On June 1 ,  1993, Patton declared and 
paid a $1 per share cash dividend to stockholders 
of record on May 15, 1993. On May 1, 1993, Sun 
bought 10,000 shares of Patton's common stock 
for $700,000 on the open market, when the book 
value per share was $30. W hat amount of gain 
should Patton report from this transaction in its 
consolidated income statement for the year ended 
December 3 1 , 1993?
A. $0
B. $390,000
C. $400,000
D. $410,000
58. The following information pertains to Eagle 
Co.'s 1993 sales:
Cash sales 
Gross
Returns and allowances
Credit sales 
Gross 
Discounts
$ 80,000 
4,000
120,000
6,000
On Ja n u a ry  1, 1993, custom ers owed Eagle 
$40,000. On December 31, 1993, customers owed 
Eagle $30,000. Eagle uses the direct writeoff 
method for bad debts. No bad debts were recorded 
in 1993. Under the cash basis of accounting, what 
amount of net revenue should Eagle report for 
1993?
A. $ 76,000
B. $170,000
C. $190,000
D. $200,000
57. During 1993, Park Corp. recorded sales of 
inventory costing $500,000 to Small Co., its whol­
ly-owned subsidiary, on the same terms as sales 
made to th ird  parties. At December 31, 1993, 
Small held one-fifth of these goods in its inventory. 
The following information pertains to Park and 
Small's sales for 1993:
59. Which of the following information should be 
disclosed in the summary of significant account­
ing policies?
A. Refinancing of debt subsequent to the 
balance sheet date.
B. Guarantees of indebtedness of others.
C. Criteria for determining which invest­
ments are treated as cash equivalents.
D. Adequacy of pension plan assets relative 
to vested benefits.
Park
Sales
Cost of sales
$2,000,000
800,000
$1,200,000
Small
$1,400,000
700,000
$ 700,000
60. In financial reporting for segments of a busi­
ness enterprise, the operating profit or loss of a 
manufacturing segment includes a portion of
In its 1993 consolidated income statement, what 
amount should Park report as cost of sales?
A. $1,000,000 A.
General
corporate
expenses
Yes
Indirect
operating
expenses
Yes
B. $1,100,000 B. Yes No
C. $1,260,000 C. No Yes
D. $1,500,000 D. No No
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Number 2 (Estim ated tim e—15 to 25 m inutes)
Q uestion Number 2 consists of 14 items. Select 
the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil 
to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective 
Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer 
all item s. Your grade will be based on the total 
number of correct answers.
Item s 61 through 66 represent expenditures for 
goods held for resale and equipment.
Required:
For item s 61 through 66, determ ine for 
each item whether the expenditure should be cap­
italized C  or expensed as a period cost E  and 
blacken the corresponding oval on the Objective 
Answer Sheet.
61. F re ig h t charges paid  for goods held  for 
resale.
62. In-transit insurance on goods held for resale 
purchased F.O.B. shipping point.
63. Interest on note payable for goods held for 
resale.
64. Installation of equipment.
65. Testing of newly-purchased equipment.
66. Cost of cu rren t year service con tract on 
equipment.
Item s 67 through 70 are based on the following 
1993 transactions:
• Link Co. purchased an office building and 
the land on which it is located by paying 
$800,000 cash and assum ing an existing 
m ortgage of $200,000. The p ro p e rty  is 
assessed at $960,000 for realty tax purposes, 
of which 60% is allocated to the building.
• Link leased construction equipment under a 
7-year capital lease requiring annual year- 
end payments of $100,000. Link's incremen­
tal borrowing rate is 9%, while the lessor's 
implicit rate, which is not known to Link, is 
8%. Present value factors for an ordinary 
annuity for seven periods are 5.21 at 8% and 
5.03 at 9%. Fair value of the equipment is 
$515,000.
• Link paid $50,000 and gave a plot of undevel­
oped lan d  w ith  a carry in g  am ount of 
$320,000 and a fair value of $450,000 to Club 
Co. in exchange for a plot of undeveloped 
land with a fair value of $500,000. The land 
was carried on Club's books at $350,000.
Required:
For item s 67 th rou gh  70, calculate the 
amount to be recorded for each item. To record 
your answer, write the number in the boxes on 
the Objective Answer Sheet and blacken the cor­
responding oval below each box. Write zeros in 
any  b lan k  boxes p reced ing  your num erica l 
answer, and blacken the zero in the oval below 
the box. You cannot receive cred it for your 
an sw ers if  you  fa il to  b lack en  an ova l in  
each column.
67. Building.
68. Leased equipment.
69. Land received from Club on Link's books.
70. Land received from Link on Club's books.
Item s 71 through 74 are based on the following 
information:
On January 2, 1992, Half, Inc. purchased a man­
ufacturing machine for $864,000. The machine 
has an 8-year estimated life and a $144,000 esti­
mated salvage value. Half expects to manufac­
ture 1,800,000 units over the life of the machine. 
During 1993, Half manufactured 300,000 units.
Required:
Item s 71 th rou gh  74 rep resen t various 
depreciation methods. For each item, calculate 
depreciation expense for 1993 (the second year of 
ownership) for the  m achine described above 
under the method listed. To record your answer, 
write the number in the boxes on the Objective 
Answer Sheet and blacken the corresponding 
oval below each box. Write zeros in any blank 
boxes preceding your num erical answer, and 
blacken the zero in the oval below the box. You 
cannot receiv e  cred it for your answ ers if  
you fa il to blacken an oval in  each colum n.
71. Straight-line.
72. Double-declining balance.
73. Sum-of-the-years'-digits.
74. Units of production.
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Num bers 3 and 4 (Estim ated tim e—45 to 65 m inutes)
Q uestion Num bers 3 and 4 are based on the following information. Q uestion Num ber 3 consists of 
item s 75 through 80. Q u estion  N um ber 4 is a com putational question to be answ ered in the 
Examination Answer Booklet.
The following condensed trial balance of Probe Co., a publicly-held company, has been adjusted except for 
income tax expense.
Probe Co.
CONDENSED TRIAL BALANCE
Financial Accounting & Reporting — Business Enterprises
12/ 31/ 93 12/ 31/ 92 Net
Balances Balances change
Dr. (Cr.) Dr. (Cr.) Dr. (Cr.)
Cash $ 473,000 $ 817,000 $(344,000)
Accounts receivable, net 670,000 610,000 60,000
Property, plant, and equipment 1,070,000 995,000 75,000
Accumulated depreciation (345,000) (280,000) (65,000)
Dividends payable (25,000) (10,000) (15,000)
Income taxes payable 35,000 (150,000) 185,000
Deferred income tax liability (42,000) (42,000) —
Bonds payable (500,000) (1,000,000) 500,000
Unamortized premium on bonds (71,000) (150,000) 79,000
Common stock (350,000) (150,000) (200,000)
Additional paid-in capital (430,000) (375,000) (55,000)
Retained earnings (185,000) (265,000) 80,000
Sales (2,420,000)
Cost of sales 1,863,000
Selling and administrative expenses 220,000
Interest income (14,000)
Interest expense 46,000
Depreciation 88,000
Loss on sale of equipment 7,000
Gain on extinguishment of bonds (90,000)
$300,000
Additional information:
• During 1993 equipment with an original cost of $50,000 was sold for cash, and equipment costing 
$125,000 was purchased.
• On January  1, 1993, bonds with a par value of $500,000 and related premium of $75,000 were 
redeemed. The $1,000 face value, 10% par bonds had been issued on January 1, 1984, to yield 8%. 
Interest is payable annually every December 31 through 2003.
• Probe’s tax payments during 1993 were debited to Income Taxes Payable. Probe elected early adop­
tion of Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 109, Accounting for Income Taxes, for the 
year ended December 31, 1992, and recorded a deferred income tax liability of $42,000 based on tem­
porary differences of $120,000 and an enacted tax rate of 35%. Probe’s 1993 financial statem ent 
income before income taxes was greater than its 1993 taxable income, due entirely to temporary dif­
ferences, by $60,000. Probe’s cumulative net taxable temporary differences at December 31, 1993, 
were $180,000. Probe’s enacted tax rate for the current and future years is 30%.
• 60,000 shares of common stock, $2.50 par, were outstanding on December 31, 1992. Probe issued an 
additional 80,000 shares on April 1 ,  1993. 
• There were no changes to retained earnings other than dividends declared.
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Number 3 (Estim ated tim e—15 to 25 m inutes)
Q uestion Number 3 consists of 6 items. Select 
the best answer for each item. Use a No. 2 pencil 
to blacken the appropriate ovals on the Objective 
Answer Sheet to indicate your answers. Answer 
all item s. Your grade will be based on the total 
number of correct answers.
Required:
For each transaction in item s 75 through  
80, the following tw o responses are required:
• Determine the amount to be reported in 
Probe's 1993 statement of cash flows pre­
pared  u sing  the  ind irec t m ethod. To 
record your answer, write the number in 
the boxes on the Objective Answer Sheet 
and blacken the  corresponding oval 
below each box. Write zeros in any blank 
boxes preceding your numerical answer, 
and blacken the zero in the oval below 
the box. You cannot receive credit for 
your answ ers if  you fa il to  blacken  
an oval in  each colum n.
• Select from the list below where the spe­
cific item should be separately reported 
on the statement of cash flows prepared 
using the indirect method and blacken 
the corresponding oval on the Objective 
Answer Sheet.
Number 4 (Estim ated tim e—30 to 40 m inutes)
Q uestion Number 4 is a computational question 
based on the information presented on page 16.
Required:
P repare  Probe Co.'s m ultip le-step  income 
statement for the year ended December 31, 1993, 
with earnings per share information and support­
ing computations for current and deferred income 
tax expense.
O. Operating.
I. Investing.
F. Financing.
S. Supplementary information.
N. Not reported on Probe's statement of 
cash flows.
75. Cash paid for income taxes.
76. Cash paid for interest.
77. Redemption of bonds payable.
78. Issuance of common stock.
79. Cash dividends paid.
80. Proceeds from sale of equipment.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE WORK SPACE—This information will not be graded. Only answers recorded on the Objective Answer Sheet will be graded.
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Wyatt, CPA, is m eeting w ith Brown, the con­
tro lle r of Emco, a wholesaler, to discuss the 
accounting issues regarding two unrelated items:
• Emco is considering offering its customers the 
right to return  its products for a full refund 
within one year of purchase. Emco expects its 
sales to increase as a result, but is unable to 
estimate the amount of future returns.
• Brown is aware tha t Statement of Financial 
A ccounting S ta n d a rd s  (FAS) No. 106, 
Em ployers’ Accounting for Postretirem ent 
Benefits Other Than Pensions, is effective for 
years beginning after December 15, 1992. 
Brown is uncertain  about the benefits and 
benefic iaries  covered by th is  S ta tem en t. 
Brown believes that, regardless of FAS 106, no 
estimate of postretirement obligation can be 
reasonable because it would be based on too 
many assumptions. For this reason, Brown 
wishes to continue to account for the postre­
tire m e n t b en efits  th a t  Emco pays to its  
retirees on the pay-as-you-go (cash) basis.
Brown has asked Wyatt to write a brief memo to 
Brown that Brown can use to explain these issues 
to Emco's president.
Number 5 (Estim ated tim e—30 to 40 m inutes)
R equired:
Write a brief advisory memo from Wyatt to 
Brown to:
a. Explain the general principle of revenue 
recognition, the method of revenue recognition 
when right to re tu rn  exists, and the impact of 
offering a right to return on Emco's ability to rec­
ognize revenue, if any.
b. S tate the principal benefit covered by 
FAS 106 and give an example of other benefits 
covered by FAS 106. Explain the reasoning given 
in FAS 106 for requiring accruals based on esti­
mates. Indicate the primary recipients of postre­
tirement benefits other than pensions.
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Examination Answers — November 1994
a. The requirements to establish a valid inter 
vivos spendthrift trust are as follows:
Grantor
Trust Res
Intent to create a trust 
Lawful purpose
Trustee and separate beneficiaries
Stone c rea ted  a valid  sp en d th r if t tru s t .  As 
grantor, Stone transferred stocks, bonds, and real 
estate (res) to the trust with a present intent to 
create the trust for the express lawful purpose of 
providing income for life to close relatives with 
the remainder left to charity. Stone designated 
Queen Bank as trustee.
b.
• Incorrect. The entire proceeds from the sale of 
the stock should be allocated to principal.
• Incorrect. The entire amount of the stock divi­
dend should be allocated to principal.
• Incorrect. One-third of the semiannual pay­
ment of bond interest received on May 1 had 
already accrued when the tru st was created 
on January 1, 1993. Therefore, $3,000 should 
be allocated  to p rin c ip a l and $15,000 to 
income.
• Correct/Incorrect. All m ortgage paym ents 
representing a repayment of a mortgage debt 
should be allocated to principal. However, if 
any portion of the payment includes interest 
on the mortgage, tha t amount should be allo­
cated to income.
c. The petition to have the tru s t term inated 
and distributed will fail. Even though all benefi­
ciaries and remaindermen joined in the petition, 
termination of the trust, while any of the income 
beneficiaries is alive, would defeat the intent of 
the grantor in establishing a spendthrift trust.
Answer 4 (10 points) A nsw er 5 (10 points)
a. Strong will lose its  su it against Apex for 
subletting the factory to Egan without Strong's 
permission. Unless a lease provides otherwise, a 
tenant may sublet the premises without the land­
lord's consent.
b . Zone is incorrect in claiming th a t neither 
Apex nor Egan had an insurable interest in the 
factory. Apex has an insurable interest because it 
was the original lessee of the factory. Apex has a 
financial in te rest both in receiving ren t from 
Egan and it's liability to Strong under the origi­
nal lease. Egan has an insurable interest and a 
financial interest as tenant in possession.
c. S trong  w ill only recover $150,000 from 
Range. Strong's recovery is based on the coinsur­
ance formula:
Insurance carried x The amount of = Recovery
(policy amount) 
Insurance required 
(coinsurance % x 
fair market value of 
the property at the 
time of the loss)
loss
400,000 X 180,000 = $150,000
.80 X 600,000
Strong will be able to recover $150,000 from 
Range, despite having insufficient coverage.
d. Lane will recover $125,000 of the foreclosure 
proceeds. L ane 's  recovery  is lim ited  to the  
amount left after the satisfaction of the Ace mort­
gage. In  a "Notice-Race" ju risd ic tio n , Lane's 
recorded mortgage will not have priority over 
Ace's earlier unrecorded mortgage because Lane 
knew of the Ace mortgage.
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Auditing
a. In planning an audit, an auditor should focus 
on analytical procedures that enhance the audi­
tor's understanding of the client's business and 
the transactions and events th a t have occurred 
since the last audit date, and tha t identify areas 
that may represent specific audit risks. The audi­
tor's objective is to identify unusual transactions 
and events, and amounts, ratios, and trends hav­
ing financial statement and audit planning rami­
fications.
Analytical procedures used in planning an 
audit generally use data aggregated at a high 
level. They may consist of reviewing changes in 
account balances from the prior year to the cur­
rent year using the general ledger or unadjusted 
working trial balance, and analyzing quarterly 
financial statements. Sometimes relevant nonfi­
nancia l inform ation, such as the  num ber of 
employees, the square footage of selling space, 
and the volume of goods produced, is considered 
as well.
Answer 4 (10 points)
c. The objectives of applying analytical proce­
dures in the overall review stage of an audit are 
to assist the auditor in assessing the conclusions 
reached and in evaluating the overall financial 
Statement presentation. The overall review gen­
erally would include reading the financial state­
ments and notes. The auditor would consider the 
adequacy of evidence gathered in response to 
unusual or unexpected balances previously iden­
tified. Furthermore, the auditor would consider 
unusual or unexpected balances or relationships 
that were not previously identified.
b. In deciding to select analytical procedures as 
substantive tests, an auditor considers the level 
of assurance desired for particular audit objec­
tives. For higher levels of assu rance, more plausi­
ble and predictable relationships are required to 
develop expectations. For example, relationships 
in a stable environm ent and those involving 
income statement accounts tend to be more pre­
dictable than relationships in a dynamic environ­
ment and those involving balance sheet accounts.
An auditor also considers the nature of the 
assertions. Analytical procedures may be effective 
and efficient when po ten tia l m issta tem en ts  
would not be apparent from an examination of 
detailed evidence. For example, differences from 
expected relationships may indicate omissions 
when evidence th a t  ind iv idual tran sac tio n s  
should have been recorded may not be readily 
available.
The availability and reliability of data also 
affect an auditor's decision. If data are not readily 
available or if the source of the data or the condi­
tions under which it was gathered, such as the 
reliability of the client's internal control struc­
ture, is questionable, an auditor is less likely to 
perform analytical procedures.
Finally, the precision of an auditor's expecta­
tions is considered. As expectations become more 
precise, the range of expected differences becomes 
narrower and the likelihood increases that signif­
icant differences from expectations are due to mis­
statements. Expectations developed at detailed 
levels generally have a greater chance of detect­
ing misstatements than do broad comparisons.
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The internal control weaknesses in Rural's inter­
nal control structure concerning the cash receipts 
and billing functions include the following:
The c red it m anager h as  th e  ab ility  to 
approve credit without an external credit check 
from a rating agency such as Dun & Bradstreet 
or without reference to established credit limits.
The accounts receivable (A/R) supervisor per­
forms the billing process without any indepen­
dent manual or computer verification. The A/R 
supervisor has the ability to alter the details of 
the charge forms prepared by the sales associates 
and use the altered details in preparing invoices. 
Additionally, there is no control to assure that the 
daily totals of the charge forms equal the daily 
totals of the invoices.
The A/R supervisor also has the ability to 
cause accounts to be written off as uncollectible 
because there is no independent verification of 
the A/R subsidiary ledger and because there is no 
reconciliation of the A/R subsidiary ledger with 
the A/R control account in the general ledger that 
is maintained by the bookkeeper. The A/R super­
visor can simply include collectible accounts in 
the monthly report of overdue accounts to the 
bookkeeper. Likewise, accounts can remain on the 
books long after they are overdue and additional 
credit can be granted if the A/R supervisor omits 
them from the monthly notification to the book­
keeper.
The cashier processes receipts from cash and 
credit sales by performing three incompatible 
duties: initially receiving cash receipts, deposit­
ing cash in bank, and recording the receipts. 
Although the bookkeeper actually records the 
cash receipts, the cashier supplies the informa­
tion (remittance advices), which may be delayed, 
a lte red , or incom plete. W ithout the  verified 
deposit slip or the list of checks, there is no inde­
pendent verification of the accuracy or complete­
ness of cash receipts. Additionally, the cashier 
reconciles the monthly bank statements, which is 
also incompatible with handling cash receipts 
and depositing cash in bank.
Answer 5 (10 points)
The bookkeeper authorizes the write-off of 
uncollectible accounts without an investigation 
into the  reasons and details of each overdue 
account. The established criterion for writing off 
overdue accounts (six months) is too inflexible 
and does not provide for th e  p rev en tio n  of 
granting additional credit at an earlier date, such 
as when an account first becomes overdue. The 
bookkeeper also can indirectly grant additional 
credit by not notifying the credit manager when a 
co n trac to r 's  account h as been w ritte n  off. 
Additionally, the bookkeeper has the incompati­
ble duties of authorizing write-offs and recording 
journal entries.
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Financial Accounting & Reporting — Business Enterprises
Answer 4 (10 points)
Probe Co.
INCOME STATEMENT
For the Year Ended December 3 1 , 1993
Sales $2,420,000
Cost of sales 1,863,000
Gross profit
Selling and administrative expenses $220,000
557,000
Depreciation 88,000 308,000
Operating income 
Other income (expenses): 
Interest income 14,000
249,000
Interest expense (46,000)
Loss on sale of equipment (7,000) (39,000)
Income before income tax and extraordinary item 
Income tax:
210,000
Current 45,000 [1]
Deferred 12,000 [2] 57,000
Income before extraordinary item 
Extraordinary item:
Gain on extinguishment of debt, net of income
153,000
taxes of $27,000 63,000
Net income $ 216,000
Earnings per share
Earnings before extraordinary item $1.275
Extraordinary item .525
Net income $1.800
[1] Current income tax expense:
Income before income tax and extraordinary item $210,000
Differences between financial statement and taxable income (60,000)
Income subject to tax 150,000
Income tax rate X  30%
Income tax excluding extraordinary item $ 45,000
[2] Deferred income tax expense:
Cumulative temporary differences—12/31/93 $180,000
Income tax rate X  30%
Deferred tax liability—12/31/93 54,000
Deferred tax liability—12/31/92 42,000
Deferred tax expense for 1993 $ 12,000
[3] Earnings per share:
Weighted average number of shares outstanding for 1993:
January thru March 60,000 x 3 180,000
April thru December 140,000 x 9 1,260,000
Total 1,440,000
÷  12 
120,000
Income before extraordinary item 153,000
Earnings per share (153,000 ÷ 120,000) 1.275
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Answer 5 (10 points)
To: Brown
From: Wyatt
As we discussed, here is a b rie f overview of 
revenue recognition and Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards No. 106.
a. R evenue recognition .
The revenue recognition principle provides that 
revenue is recognized when it is realized or real­
izable and it is earned. Accordingly, revenues 
from the sale of products ordinarily are recog­
nized at the tim e of sale. Revenue from sales 
transactions in which the buyer has a right to 
return the product are recognized at time of sale 
only if specified conditions are met. If all these 
conditions are not met, revenue recognition is 
postponed; if they are met, sales revenue and cost 
of sales should be reported in the income state­
ment, reduced to reflect estimated returns.
One of the specified conditions is th a t the 
amount of future returns can be reasonably esti­
mated. Since Emco cannot reasonably estimate 
future returns, Emco should defer recognition of 
sales revenue and cost of sales until the return 
privilege has substantially expired or it can rea­
sonably estimate returns, whichever occurs first.
b. S ta te m e n t  o f  F in a n c ia l  A c c o u n tin g  
S tandards No. 106, E m p lo yers ' Accounting for 
Postretirement Benefits Other Than Pensions.
The prim ary recipients of postretirem ent 
benefits other than pensions are retired employ­
ees, their beneficiaries, and covered dependents. 
The principle benefit covered by FAS 106 is 
postretirement health care benefits. Examples of 
other benefits include tuition assistance, legal 
services, life insurance benefits, day care, and 
housing subsidies.
The reason ing  given in  FAS 106 is th a t  
accrual of the obligation based on best estimates 
is superior to implying, by a failure to accrue, 
that no obligation exists prior to the payment of 
benefits.
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AICPA, Technical Practice Aids, (AICPA, 1993).
Beams, Advanced Accounting, 5th ed. (Prentice- 
Hall, 1993).
Chasteen, Flaherty, and O’Connor, Intermediate 
Accounting, 4th ed. (Random House, 1992).
FASB, C urrent Text, A ccounting  S ta n d a rd s  
(FASB).
FASB, Original Pronouncements, Accounting  
Standards (FASB).
Fischer, Taylor, and Leer, Advanced Accounting, 
5th ed. (South-Western, 1993).
Kieso & Weygandt, Intermediate Accounting, 7th 
ed. (Wiley, 1992).
Nikolai & Bazley, Intermediate Accounting, 5th 
ed. (PWS-Kent, 1991).
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and Practice, 4 th  ed. (H arcourt Brace 
Jovanovich, 1991).
Smith, Skousen, Intermediate Accounting, 11th 
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8th ed. (Irwin, 1989).
W illiam s, S tanga, and Holder, In term edia te  
A ccounting , 4 th  ed. (H arcou rt B race 
Jovanovich, 1992).
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INDEX -  QUESTIONS
HOW TO USE THIS INDEX: This index presents examination question number references for the four sections of the CPA 
examination — Business Law & Professional Responsibilities, Auditing, Accounting & Reporting—Taxation, Managerial, and 
Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations, and Financial Accounting & Reporting—Business Enterprises. Each examination 
section has been organized according to its content specification outline, with questions indexed according to the areas and groups 
tested.
The question references listed in the right-hand column are designated as follows: The letter M following question numbers indi­
cates a multiple choice item. For example, the reference 17M means multiple choice item number 17. Absence of the letter M indi­
cates an other objective answer format or essay question.
Business Law & Professional Responsibilities — Content Specification Outline
I. Professional Responsibilities.
A. Code of Conduct and Other Responsibilities.................... 1M,2M,3M,4M,5M,6M,7M,8M
B. The CPA and the Law....................................................  9M,10M,11M,12M,13M,14M,15M
II. Business Organizations.
A. Agency..........................................................................  16M,17M,18M,19M
B. Partnerships and Joint Ventures......................................  20M,21M,22M,23M,24M
C. Corporations..................................................................  25M
D. Estates and Trusts...........................................................  4
III. Contracts.
A. Formation......................................................................  2
B. Performance..................................................................
C. Third-Party Assignments................................................ 2
D. Discharge, Breach, and Remedies.................................... 2
IV. Debtor-Creditor Relationships.
A. Rights and Duties — Debtors and Creditors..................... 26M,27M,28M
B. Rights and Duties — Guarantors..................................... 29M,30M,31M
C. Bankruptcy....................................................................  32M,33M,34M,37M
V. Government Regulation of Business.
A. Regulation of Employment.............................................  35M,36M38M,39M,40M
B. Federal Securities Acts...................................................  41M,42M,43M,44M,45M,46M,47M,48M,49M,
52M
VI. Uniform Commercial Code.
A. Commercial Paper..........................................................  3
B. Sales.............................................................................. 50M,51M,53M,54M,55M,56M
C. Secured Transactions......................................................  57M,58M,59M,60M
VII. Property.
A. Real Property.................................................................  5
B. Personal Property...........................................................
C. Fire and Casualty Insurance............................................  5
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Index
Auditing — Content Specification Outline
I. Planning the Engagement.
A. Pre-engagement Acceptance Activities............................  1M,2M,3M
B. Staffing and Supervision Requirements...........................  4M,5M
C. Understanding the Entity’s Business and Its Industry......... 6M,7M
D. Analytical Procedures....................................................  4
E. Audit Risk and Materiality..............................................  8M,9M,10M,11M
F. Errors, Irregularities, and Illegal Acts..............................  12M,13M,14M
G. Documentation and Audit Programs................................  15M,16M,17M
H. Engagement Responsibilities..........................................  18M,19M,20M,21M,22M,23M
I. Quality Control Considerations......................................  24M
II. Considering the Internal Control Structure.
A. Definitions and Basic Concepts......................................  25M,26M,27M
B. Understanding and Documenting the Structure................  28M,29M,5
C. Assessing Control Risk..................................................  30M,31M,32M,33M
D. Testing Controls.............................................................  34M,35M,36M,37M,38M,39M,40M,41M,42M,43M
E. Other Considerations.................................... .................  44M,45M,46M
III. Obtaining Evidence and Applying Procedures.
A. Audit Evidence............................................................... 47M,48M,49M,50M,51M,52M,53M,54M,55M,
56M,57M,4
B. Tests of Details of Transactions and Balances.................. 58M,59M,60M,61M,62M,3
C. Other Specific Audit Topics............................................  63M,64M,65M,66M,67M,68M,69M,70M,71M,
72M,73M
D. Review and Compilation Procedures...............................  74M,75M
IV. Preparing Reports.
A. Reports on Audited Financial Statements........................  76M,77M,2
B. Reports on Reviewed and Compiled Financial
Statements................................................................. 78M,79M,80M,81M,82M
C. Other Reporting Considerations......................................  83M,84M,85M,86M,87M,88M,89M,90M
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Index
Accounting & Reporting—Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for Profit Organizations—
Content Specification Outline
I. Federal Taxation — Individuals.
A. Inclusions in Gross Income.............................................  3
B. Exclusions and Adjustments to Arrive at
Adjusted Gross Income............................................... 3
C. Deductions From Adjusted Gross Income........................ 3
D. Filing Status and Exemptions..........................................  3
E. Tax Accounting Methods................................................ 3
F. Tax Computations, Credits, and Penalties........................  3
G. Other.............................................................................. 3
II. Federal Taxation — Corporations.
A. Determination of Taxable Income or Loss......................... 31M,32M,33M,34M,35M,36M,37M,38M,39M
B. Tax Accounting Methods................................................. 40M
C. S Corporations................................................................ 41M,42M,43M,44M
D. Personal Holding Companies........................................... 45M
E. Consolidated Returns..................................................... 46M,47M
F. Tax Computations, Credits, and Penalties........................  48M,49M,50M
G. Other.............................................................................. 51M,52M,53M,54M,55M
III. Federal Taxation — Partnerships, Estates and Trusts, and 
Exempt Organizations.
A. Partnerships..................................................................... 57M,2
B. Estates and Trusts............................................................ 56M,58M
C. Exempt Organizations......................................................59M,60M
IV. Managerial Accounting.
A. Cost Estimates.................................................................  4
B. Budgeting........................................................................4
C. Capital Budgeting............................................................  4
D. Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis............................................ 4
E. Process and Job Order Costing.......................................... 4
F. Standard Costing............................................................. 4
G. Joint and By-product Costing..........................................
H. Cost Allocation...............................................................
I. Performance Measurement............................................... 4
J. Inventory Control Techniques..........................................  4
K. Analytical Methods and Procedures..................................  4
V. Accounting for Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations.
A. Conceptual Reporting Issues............................................  1M,2M,3M,4M,5M,6M
B. Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Governmental Organizations.......................................  7M,8M,9M, 10M, 11M, 12M, 13M, 14M, 15M, 16M,
17M,18M,19M,20M,21M,22M,23M,24M,25M
C. Accounting and Financial Reporting for...........................  26M,27M,28M,29M,30M
Not-for-Profit Organizations
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Financial Accounting & Reporting — Business Enterprises — Content Specification Outline
I. Concepts, Standards, and Financial Statements.
A. Conceptual Framework................................................... 1M
B. Basic Concepts and Accounting Standards......................  2M,3M,4M
C. Nature and Purpose of Financial Statements.................... 5M
D Financial Statement Presentation and Disclosure..............  6M,7M,8M,9M,4
II. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Assets 
in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
A. Cash, Cash Equivalents, and Marketable Securities.........  10M
B. Receivables, Accruals, and Related Contra Accounts....... 11M,12M
C. Inventories.....................................................................  13M,14M
D. Property, Plant, and Equipment Owned or Leased and
Related Contra Accounts............................................  2
E. Investments....................................................................  15M,16M
F. Intangibles and Other Assets...........................................  17M
III. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of
Liabilities in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
A. Payables and Accruals....................................................  18M,19M
B. Deferred Revenues.........................................................  21M
C. Deferred Income Tax Liabilities...................................... 49M
D. Capitalized Lease Liability.............................................  20M
E. Employee Benefits.........................................................  5
F. Notes and Bonds Payable................................................ 22M,24M
G. Other Liabilities............................................................. 25M
H. Contingent Liabilities and Commitments........................  26M,27M
IV. Recognition, Measurement, Valuation, and Presentation of Equity 
Accounts in Conformity with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
A. Corporations..................................................................  28M,29M,30M,31M,32M,33M,34M
B. Partnerships...................................................................  35M
C. Proprietorships............................................................... 36M
D. Reorganizations and Changes in Entity...........................  37M
V. Recognition, Measurement, and Presentation of Revenues and Expenses 
in Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles.
A. Revenues and Gains.......................................................  38M,39M,40M,41M,42M,5
B. Expenses and Losses......................................................  23M,43M,44M,45M,46M,47M,48M
C. Provision for Income Taxes.............................................  50M,51M
D. Other Items....................... ............................................. 52M,53M,54M,55M
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Financial Accounting & Reporting — Business Enterprises — Content Specification Outline (cont.)
VI. Other Financial Accounting and Reporting Issues.
A. Statement of Cash Flows................................................. 3
B. Consolidated and Combined Financial Statements...........  56M,57M
C. Business Combinations...................................................
D. Personal Financial Statements........................................
E. Financial Statements Prepared on Other
Comprehensive Bases................................................. 58M
F. Financial Statement Disclosures.....................................  59M,60M
G. Constant Dollar, Current Cost, and Current-Value
Accounting.................................................................
H. Analysis of Financial Statements.....................................
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CONTRIBUTORS TO THE NOVEMBER 1994 UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION
The following individuals contributed questions or served as subject matter experts to assist with the final 
technical review of the November 1994 Examination.
HENRY R. Anderson, University of Central Florida, Orlando 
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FUTURE UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION DATES
1995 — May 3,4
November 1,2
1996 — May 8,9
November 6,7
1997 — May 7, 8
November 5,6
1998 — May 6,7
November 4, 5
1999 — May 5,6
November 3,4
2000 — May 3,4
November 1,2 
2001— May 2,3
November 7, 8 
2002 — May 8,9
November 6,7
2003 — May 7, 8
November 5, 6
2004 — May 5, 6
November 3,4
2005 — May 4, 5
November 2, 3
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Uniform CPA Examination 
Publications Order Form
CANDIDATE KIT
The Candidate Kit includes the following three study aids: Uniform CPA Examination Selected Questions & 
Unofficial Answers Indexed to the Content Specification Outlines, Uniform CPA Examination Calculator, and 
Information for CPA Candidates, 11th Edition. Purchasing the kit will save 10% compared to purchasing the 
study aids separately.
No. 875026W  
Educational discount price
Member
$70.00
$49.00
Nonmember
$77.00
$53.90
UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION SELECTED QUESTIONS & UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS 
INDEXED TO THE CONTENT SPECIFICATION OUTLINES
This study aid takes past CPA Examination questions and unofficial answers and rearranges them according to 
the Examination sections tested: Business Law & Professional Responsibilities; Auditing; Accounting & 
Reporting —Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations; and Financial 
Accounting & Reporting—Business Enterprises.
• The questions were selected by the staff o f the AICPA Examinations Division and divided into the various 
formats o f four-option multiple-choice, other objective answer, and essay and/or problem-type questions.
• The unofficial answers were prepared by the staff and reviewed by the AICPA Board of Examiners.
To assist candidates in studying, the material in each section has been organized and indexed by area and 
group in accordance with the section's content specification outline.
No. 079248W  — when ordered separately 
Educational discount price
Member
$65.00
$45.50
Nonmember
$71.50
$50.05
UNIFORM CPA EXAMINATION CALCULATOR
The calculator is identical to the calculator used on the Uniform 
CPA Examination. Only the color and label vary between this 
model and the actual Examination calculator.
Practice with the real thing.
No. 875001VV — when ordered separately 
Educational discount price
Member
$8.00
$5.60
Nonmember
$8.75
$6.13
INFORMATION FOR CPA CANDIDATES, 11th Edition
This booklet describes the Examination sections: Business Law & Professional Responsibilities; Auditing; 
Accounting & Reporting—Taxation, Managerial, and Governmental and Not-for-Profit Organizations; and 
Financial Accounting & Reporting—Business Enterprises, and their content.
All candidates should read this booklet before taking the CPA Examination.
No. 874072W  — when ordered separately 
Educational discount price
Member
$5.00
$3.50
Nonmember
$5.50
$3.85
OTHER EXAMINATIONS DIVISION PUBLICATIONS
EXAM SUPPLEMENTS—QUESTIONS & UNOFFICIAL ANSWERS
Each volume contains the complete text of a CPA Examination along with unofficial answers and study refer­
ences. The May Examination volume is published the following July and the November Examination is pub­
lished the following January. (See next page for Product No. and Price.)
INFORMATION FOR CANADIAN CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT CPA CANDIDATES,
2n d  Edition
This booklet is designed to inform Canadian Chartered Accountants about the Canadian Chartered Accountant 
Uniform Certified Public Accountant Qualification Examination (CAQEX). Following a statement on the 
purpose and general objectives of CAQEX, the booklet discusses the content and format of the examination.
No. 874201V 
Educational discount price
Member
$5.00
$3.50
Nonmember
$5.50
$3.85
ORDER FORM
Quantity Item and Product No.
Member
Price
Nonmember
Price Total
Candidate Kit (order all three study aids listed below 
and save 10%) 875026VV $70.00 $77.00
Uniform CPA Examination Selected Questions & 
Unofficial Answers Indexed to the Content 
Specification Outlines* 079248VV $65.00 $71.50
Uniform CPA Examination Calculator* 875001V $8.00 $8.75
Information for CPA Candidates, 11th Ed.* 874072V $5.00 $5.50
Exam Supplements
May 1991 089105VV $8.50 $9.50
November 1991 089111V $8.50 $9.50
May 1992 089205V $8.50 $9.50
November 1992 089211V $8.50 $9.50
May 1993 089305V $8.50 $9.50
November 1993 089311V $8.50 $9.50
May 1994 089405V $9.00 $10.00
November 1994 089411V $9.00 $10.00
Information for Canadian Chartered Accountant 
CPA Candidates, 2nd Edition 874201VV $5.00 $5.50
Total
Less Any Applicable Discount
Shipping and Handling
Sales Tax (if applicable)
Net Total
Sales Tax: New York City: 8.25%; elsewhere in New York State: 4% plus local tax, if applicable. New 
Jersey and Connecticut: 6%; Washington, D.C.: 7%, Vermont and Pennsylvania: 5%.
Order Form continued on next page.
* included in C and idate  Kit or can  b e  o rdered  separate ly .
PR IC ES SU B JE C T  TO CHANGE
Harborside Financial Center 
201 P laza Three 
Jersey City, N J 073 11 -3 8 8 1  
(201) 9 3 8 -3 0 0 0  *  (212) 3 1 8 -0 5 0 0  
Fax  (201) 9 3 8 -3 3 2 9
Shipping and Handling
$10.00 or less $3.00
$10.01 — $25.00 $4.75
$25.01 —  $50.00 $6.00
$50.01 — $160.00 $7.25
Over $160.00 4.5% of order amount
Educational Discount is 30%
• Students (send written proof of student status with 
your order form to receive discount; no phone orders)
• Educators (submit order on school letterhead)
N am e
Firm  (if part o f mailing address)
s tre e t A ddress (Do not use P.O. Box. Shipments are m ade by UPS.)
City
(
state Zip
)
Te lep h o n e #
Payment Method
□  Payment enclosed □  MasterCard □  Visa
CARD ACCOUNT NUMBER Exp. date
( )
Te lepho ne N um ber
Signature
C ardholder A ddress (if different from  above)
City state Zip
ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-862-4272
1. The above toll-free number is for orders only.
2. For best results, call Monday through Friday
between
8:30 a.m.-11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Mail to:
Order Department
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
P.O. Box 2209 
Jersey City, NJ 07303-2209
0 8 9 4 1 1
